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Acoustic Solutions
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Our Offering
Our acoustics offering is designed to facilitate design teams to create a completely customisable design
and acoustic performance from a wide range of materials.
Our collection of acoustics has been researched and developed with the following principles at the core
of our offering.

				
				Sustainability

				

				Performance and function

				

				Aesthetics and customisation

Combining the disciplines of innovative industrial design, interior design, sustainability design
innovation, sound engineering and acoustics analysis our international team of experts has collaborated
to deliver a collection that focuses on giving designers total control over the products, colour, finish and
performance.

Our Sustainability Journey
Our journey is focused on actually reducing the journey or carbon footprint and emissions of products.
If products are sourced as locally as possible carbon emissions are reduced and the product can be truly called sustainable.
Shipping goods from the other side of the world even if they are made from recycled materials or biodegrade still comes
with a cost to the environment. Rising shipping costs and lead times also make a strong argument for sourcing locally
sourced products for acoustics solutions.
Reducing carbon footprint by offering locally produced wools, fabrics and textiles, recycled pet polyester acoustics, wood
paneling, acoustics insulation.
Vibes research team has developed a unique acoustics insulation from hemp which is carbon negative, biodegradable
and produced locally in Ireland, UK and Germany. Vibe provides total transparency on the supply chain logistics and
source of all our materials.
Products that are recycled, biodegradable and natural yet produce a high carbon footprint through transport and logistics
are completely ineffective against reducing global carbon emissions targets.
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Sustainability
Sustainable timber use in our product
Environmental Product Declarations (EPD) are a standardised way
of providing data about the environmental impacts of a product
through the product life cycle. In Europe, they must conform to
the European Standard, EN 15804, which ensures that EPD
for construction products use a common methodology, report
a common set of environmental indicators, and have a common
reporting format. This means that EPD can be integrated into
building level assessment and used to compare construction
products in a building context.
The timber we use in the product is sustainably sourced to
help create healthier environments. The MDF is CARB phase
2 compliant, which is a regulation limit lower than the European
regulation E1 formaldehyde class and or alternately we can use
OSB that is manufactured with No Added Formaldehyde resin
technology. Further proof of this is the EN ISO 14001 Certification
for Environmental Management, as well as NSAI (National
Standards Authority of Ireland) certification. The OSB sheets are
among the most environmentally efficient building materials on the
market.
The FSC® certified, fast-growing timber: the forest thinning’s of
new-growth pine and spruce, including the tops which are not used
to make any other wood-based product are used.
The timber processes ‘waste’ from the Irish sawmill sector, in the
form of wood chip. This accounts for approximately 60% of the raw
material input for the MDF, thereby fulfilling an important recycling
element for the forestry sector.
If we use the PLY it uses far less energy and resources to make
than steel, concrete and other building materials. Over 75% of
the energy used in the manufacturing process comes from wood
residues and recovered wood. Burning wood by-products as an
energy source instead of fossil fuels increases the CO2 benefits
still further.

Using Gold Standard Environmentally friendly textiles
We have partnered with manufacturers of Cradle to Cradle textiles
for our product range. Cradle to Cradle Certified® is the global
standard for products that are safe, circular and responsibly made.
Cradle to Cradle Certified Product Standards ensure the impact of
their products on people and planet is a positive one. For more than
a decade, Cradle to Cradle Certified has been helping companies
to innovate and optimize materials and products according to the
world’s most advanced science-based measures.
Cradle to Cradle Certified assesses the safety, circularity and
responsibility of materials and products across five categories of
sustainability performance. We would be glad to provide samples
of these textiles that are suitable for our product.
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Performance & Function
Our fabrics, insulation and acoustics foam have been tested for acoustic absorption and transparency. Our core insulation
ranges from acoustics foam, hemp insulation, mineral wool fiber, recycled compressed polyester, acoustic wood panels,
perforated steel and biodegradable acoustics moss and plants. Our products are fire tested and treated to comply with
UK and European fire regulations.
Standard acoustics insulation is made from mineral wool fiber which is carcinogenic, non recyclable and produces a high
degree of harmful waste in its manufacture.

Sustainability of Sound
There is physical pollution and there is sensory pollution. Both have a negative impact on human and planet health.
Toxic waste and non biodegradable products destroy habitats and the ecosystem.
Uncontrolled noise and sound chaos destroy peaceful havens outside and inside the built environment. Stress from noise
pollution has serious impacts on human and animal health. Poor sleep, poor focus and poor productivity is increasingly
connected to sustained stress on the auditory processing nervous system of the brain.

ESG responsibility programme
Vision is highly focused on ESG activities:
1. Through our recruitment policies.
Vision is dedicated to working for inclusion in the community and actively encourages and promotes neuro diversity in our
team. Vision works with Walk.ie which is dedicated to and Vision employs a number of clients of Walk.ie.
Walk are leaders in a movement for change, empowering people with disabilities to live self-determined lives in an equal
and inclusive society.

2. Vision is non discriminatory in its recruitment criteria and employs and has consistently employed
members of the LGTB community.
Vision is an active advocate for gender equality in the design community and is a regular sponsor of whydesign.ie.

3. Visions mission statement.
Vision consistently strives to deliver world class innovative design, production and installations for global branding
projects. Visions focus is on using materials from sustainable sources, sourced locally and that are biodegradable.

4. Vision is a regular sponsor of “mind over matter”.
which highlights the risk of mental health challenges and suicide in the design industry.
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Consultancy
With a broad area of expertise our professional and experienced staff can offer guidance in wide-ranging areas of
acoustics from the start to the finish of a project.

Reasons for choosing VIBE by Vision?
Whether assistance is required at the seed stages of a project or if sign-off of a completed project is required we are able
to assist. In addition, our breadth of expertise allows us to consider projects from a number of different acoustic angles
often resulting in more cost effective, environmentally considered and practical solutions.

Why are Consultancy Services required?
In almost all developments and projects, noise is now a consideration for many reasons, from health reasons including
hearing protection and speech intelligibility in educational environments to the prevention of sleep in residential properties.
Due to these reasons, there are conditions and regulations in place to ensure all standards are met to maintain a healthy
noise environment for all those who are exposed.

Which areas of acoustics can Vision’s Consultancy help with?
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE - Residential and commercial developments require assessments to consider noise impact
(residential) and noise generation (commercial). These assessments apply to any commercial site where additional noise
sources are proposed and to all proposed residential sites. In addition commercial sites with ongoing activities may
require periodic assessment to confirm noise levels are within permissible limits. We are able to assist with all forms of
environmental noise assessments from small to very large scale projects.

RESIDENTIAL SOUND TESTING - Residential dwellings that share a wall or floor are required to provide a suitable
level of acoustic protection. It is imperative that the separating elements are designed and constructed in a way to
provide this protection. We are able to provide assistance with new build and refurbishment projects in both traditional
house/apartment developments as well as multi-occupant developments such as hotels and halls of residence. From
assessment of an existing structure and design advice through to site testing for formal submission—we can assist.

REVERBERATION CONTROL - Reverberation times that are too high can lead to lowered levels of speech intelligibility
and comfort. The control of reverberation is critical in areas where communication is a primary function and can also be
employed to control the spread of noise within a space. We are able to provide guidance on suitable control measures
and tailor our solutions to site constraints such as physical limitations and visual aesthetics.

NOISE AT WORK - In order to protect employees an assessment is required to determine the noise exposure within
a workplace. This is typically completed when there is a reason to believe the environment has changed, such as new
machinery or receipt of a complaint, however in some cases, this change can be missed. We can provide a full service to
assess the needs of a business and if desired provide periodic checks to confirm the suitability of an existing assessment.

3D COMPUTER MODELLING - Some projects require very complex analysis and the most cost-effective and flexible
way of achieving this is through the use of computer-based modelling. As well as being consistently accurate in more
complex environments it is also possible to modify (e.g. due to a site redesign) or continuously update the model (e.g.
annual assessment requirement) meaning that cost savings can be made long term. We are able to provide visual 3D
modelling services for external and internal environments.
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Aesthetics &
Customisation
Vibe offers thousands of fabrics and textiles from local and global weaving mills and supply chains that can be integrated into our
fabric stretch systems. Our system is designed to be completely versatile for the fabric and textile of your choice. Our automated
dying and painting process offers over 2000 colour options for compressed recycled polyester and fabric/textile finishes.
There are no minimum run requirements, only set up costs for custom colours.

Vibes design, branding and printing division allows for the printing of one off unique pieces on fabrics, textiles and compressed
polyester acoustic panels. Our panels can be printed, dyed, laser etched, cut and grooved to any design required.

Our art and production design dept is Vision Branding Solutions and has over 30 years experience in delivering global branding
projects for the world’s leading companies and design teams. Our team will facilitate design collaboration and consultation,
artwork generation and sample production.
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Colour Customisation
Complete customisation
2000 Pantone colours to choose from which can be used with four material types:

Calmtone (Compressed Polyester)

Fabric (Microsuede)

Vibe Sheet

Hemp fibre Board
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Science of Sound
Sound is an energy whose patterns and direction are both anarchy and beauty depending on the context and content of
the sound. The preferred state and preference of the listener as they engage with this energy also qualifies whether the
sound is desired or disdained.
The boom of a rock concert or nightclub is energising and invigorating if you like the music and irritating and de habilitating
of your trying to sleep or focus. The rattle and hum of a busy restaurant gives life and soul to the social dining experience
yet is annoying and stressful if you want to have a conversation without straining or repeating every other word.
The collaborative team culture of a busy office requires socialising, conversing and communicating ideas yet is extremely
distracting and irritating of you need to have pure focus on complicated tasks.
• How can we customise or personalise sound to adapt to the constantly evolving requirements of a built environment
and individual preferences?
• How can we use sustainable materials in a practical way to ensure we really are combating carbon emissions?
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Serenity of functioning space
Creating a Calm collected experience through absorbing , deflecting and cleaning noise pollution adds increased value to
your built environment. Enhanced communication through improved audiological experience , efficiencies in productivity
through increased focus.

Office

Commercial

Residential

Industrial

Educational
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Who We Are
Aaron O’Grady
Founder and Facilitator of Vision Creative Studios innovation hub. Aaron has over 25
years of experience design, communications, construction and branding. Aaron’s in-depth
knowledge of production and manufacturing techniques for total customisation allow
for a mass customisation option of what are considered standard products. Aaron is an
internationally experienced facilitator with a design thinking mindset focused on innovation
with a strong European and global supply chain.

Mark Gray
co founder of visionresearch.io. Mark has a career spanning over 25 years in product
research and development across a number of sectors. As part of his career, Mark
researches new products to introduce to market, ensuring top quality and effective
solutions. Mark has spent the last decade developing acoustics products for the interiors,
aviation and motor industry. Mark has a deep knowledge of materials, manufacturing
processes and supply chain.

Ian French
is a registered acoustician, engineer and consultant and has worked in the industry for over
20 years. Ian has experience and knowledge spanning across the residential, hospitality,
commercial and industrial application of acoustic engineering. Ian’s intimate knowledge
of the correct parameters for analysing and measuring the requirements for design &
construction professionals is an invaluable source of information.

Paul Brennan
was general manager, SCM and the lead consultant on Mc Donald’s global sustainability
panel in Europe for 6 years. Paul is a chartered logistician, a logistical engineer and food
echnologist. He holds professional business diplomas in marketing, lean engineering,
Sigma Six, TQM and purchasing. He currently runs a management consultancy practice in
Dublin working with green projects around carbon, ISO certifications and SME food start up.

Vision was established in 1996, it has grown to a team of 55 personnel in a strong and experienced team specializing in 360° solutions of
in-house design, production & installation for acoustics, branding and interior solutions. There are 12 languages spoken across the Vision
team, ensuring communication and local knowledge. Experienced project managers with international experience in delivering on time.
Vision delivers projects in collaboration with architects, designers, building companies, marketing managers and facility managers. Gaining
experience from thousands of projects, we understand the challenges of each partner and have developed practical solutions to support and
increase efficiencies in every step of the process.
The Vision team remove the logistics of having to work with design teams and production teams by providing our own team of designers. Our
design team can also facilitate architects by assisting them with material procurement and solutions to on site challenges.
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Wall Collection
The Vision Vibe wall panels made in Ireland offer a selection of the best acoustic elements
available for projects combined with our ability to customise to your bespoke requirements.

Vibe Bass
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Bass is a stretch fabric system which will improve the acoustic quality of your business or
workspace. Feel safe in a warm encapsulated background where collaboration can begin. The
choices of fabrics and felts are endless. Made in Ireland & UK.

Project:
Project: NTMA
NTMA

Vision
Vision produced
produced and
and installed
installed the
the
vibe
vibe bass
bass system
system on
on walls
walls with
with
fabric
fabric wrapped
wrapped edges.
edges.

Vibe Bass

Project: DocuSign
Vision produced and installed the
25 mm vibe Bass with stretched
fabric system and wrapped edges.
The textile used was Vescom
Wolin.
2019

Project: NTMA
National Treasury
Management Agency
Vision designed and developed
the Bass acoustics system for
the 8 floor building. The Class A
system had a fabric wrapped edge.
The attention to detail seamlessly
incorporated whiteboards, sockets
and media points.
Concrete textured fabric.
2018

Vibe Bass

Project: Genesis
Vision produced and installed the
Vibe Bass system for the ceilings
and walls. This had a fabric
wrapped edge and was installed
on curved walls.
2019

Vibe Bass

Project: Guidewire
Vibe Bass stretched fabric system
using Kvadrat fabrics and TV
screens.
2022

Vibe Bass

Project: Mastercard
Vibe Bass stretched fabric system
with whiteboards.
2021

Vision Studios
Vision produced and installed the
Bass system for the walls with
fabric wrapped edges.
2020

Vibe Bass

Project: Mola
Vibe Bass curved wall using Avoca
fabric.
2022

Vibe Bass

Bass Print
Project: Asana
2019

Bass Print
Project: Indeed
2019

Vibe Bass

Bass Laser
Project:
Horizon Therapeutics
2021

Vibe Bass

Bass Laser
Project:
Horizon Therapeutics
2021

Vibe Bass

SPECIFICATION

Textile Grip

Choice of textile

Dimensions

Panel size 2800mm – 1220mm.
Available in two depths 25 and 50 mm.

Track

Extruded Rigid PVC-U available in 50 mm
and 25 mm depths.

Core

We have a selection of 3 different core infills.
Mineral core fiber, Polyester and Foam.

Track

Depth 25mm
or 50mm

Fabric

The Vibe Bass is designed to allow leading
manufacturers in acoustic textiles and
fabrics to be used inside the system.
Standard panels are 140 cm. Wider fabrics
are available upon request. Up to 10 years
guarantee, depending on textile.

Acoustic Infill choice
• Foam
• Mineral Fibre
• Compressed polyester

Sound Absorption Coefficent(αs)

1.00

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
Acoustic resistance

25mm Class C – 50mm Class A

Installation system

0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20

Direct fix to wall. Built on site.
Wall to wall and/or floor to ceiling.

Vibe Wall
Vibe Wall

0.10

50mm
25mm

0
125

Thermal Conductivity

250

500

1000

2000

4000

Frequency / Hz

0.039 W/mK Mineral Core Fibre,
0.035 W/mk Foam, 0.040 W/mK Polyester.

Frequency

125

Vibe Wall
25mm

0.10

Vibe Wall
50mm

0.40

250

500

1000

2000

4000

Class

0.45

0.88

1.00

1.00

1.00

C

0.95

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.00

A

*Acoustic Data can vary depending on exact fabric selected

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

The Acoustic Mineral Fiber contained within
the Vision Vibe Acoustic System complies
with the BS EN 13501-1 A1-s1-d0. For the
foam and polyester the rating is BS EN
13501-1 Class B s1 d0.
We recommend a selection of the
stretch fabric coverings which meet the
requirements of BS EN 13501-1 rating
B-S1-d0. We also will provide additional fire
retardancy treatments to achieve this.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available in two depths 25 and 50 mm.
Incorporates switches, sockets and services.
Can be built around curved or angled walls.
Lighting can be added into the system.
Use textiles from brand leading manufacturers
In-house printing of images or graphics.
In-house laser etch graphics.
Anti-Microbial Performance on request.

Commercial Offices
Meeting Rooms
Theatres
Home Cinemas
Recording Studios
Restaurants
Banks
Libraries

Vibe Bass

Core 1: Foam
Basotect® is a lightweight, open cell melamine foam.
It exhibits excellent fire resistance properties and as
such does not flame or emit toxic fumes. Due to its
excellent thermal and acoustic properties it has countless
applications including acoustic wall and ceiling panels.
This acoustic foam reaches Class O fire rating at 25 mm.
It is a great performing acoustic core reaching Class D
sound absorption at 25 mm and Class B at 50 mm. The
panels can be made as large as 2700 mm x 1200 mm
and are perfect for floor to ceiling applications. Due to the
foams consistent colour it can be used without a fabric
face as a simple solution for ceiling application.
Foam is manufactured in Germany – 100% of the foam
scraps from manufacture of Vibe systems are recycled
and reusable.
Density: 9kg per m³.

Core 2: Mineral fiber
The mineral core is our highest absorbing acoustic panel,
Due to its rigidity many offices tend to use this as multi
functional product by also using it as a pinboard. As seen
in the table below it reaches Class C sound absorption at
25mm and Class A at 50 mm.
The Core achieves Class A fire rating to EN 13 501-1.
This core also comes in 2700 mm height so it is perfect
for most floor to ceiling applications.
Density: 94kg per m².

Core 3: Polyester
The polyester is a lightweight fiber product. It exhibits
excellent fire resistance properties and as such does
not flame or emit toxic fumes and is made from 60%+
recycled PET bottles. Due to its excellent thermal
and acoustic properties, it has countless applications
including acoustic baffles and acoustic wall panels.
Similar to the mineral core the polyester reaches Class
C sound absorption at 25mm and Class A and 50mm.
The core achieves Euro Class B at EN 13501 We use our
polyester core in our ceiling applications as it can then
still be used over restaurant areas unlike mineral core
absorbers.
Density: 2.5kg per m².
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Project: Guidewire
2021

Vision Creative Studios

Vision Branding
visionbranding.ie

Love decor

Headquarters

Vision Interiors
vision-interiors.ie

Buddalife

Vita Italiana
vitaitaliana.ie

Vision Research
&
Development

t +353 (01) 450 0622
e. info@vision-creativestudios.com
M50 Business Park, Unit 1, Ballymount
Ave, Ballymount, Dublin, D12 HP11

Vision-creativestudios.com

Empowering people with
disabilities to live selfdetermined lives in an
equal and inclusive society.

lovedecor.com

buddalife.com

visionresearch.io

Vibe Sonar
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With the Vibe Sonar system we offer either a hidden or external frame which is demountable. It
can be functionally tailored to serve all our customer needs. We aim to put a seal of excellence
by using textile manufacturers to enhance the design. The choices of fabrics and felts are
endless. Made in Ireland & UK.

Project:
Project Google
ESB Dublin.
1GCQ

Vision produced and installed the
Sonar Cell system on the walls
combined with a coloured external
frame

Vibe Sonar

Project: Google 1GCQ
In collaboration with Henry J
Lyons Vision designed, developed
produced and installed over
1000 m² acoustics and textured
wallpaper.
2019

Vibe Sonar

Sonar Laser
Project: ESB
Laser Etched 60 and 80 mm Sonar
panels with custom design.
2021

Vibe Sonar

Sonar Custom
Print with LED stripes and
whiteboard inserts.
Project: SIG
Showcase of 50 and 25 mm
custom Sonar panels with custom
printed Calmtone panel.
2020

Vibe Sonar

SPECIFICATION

Choice of frame

Choice of textile

- Material
- Colour
- Shape

Dimensions

Panel size H 2800 mm – W 1220mm.

Acoustic Infill choice
- Compressed polyestor
- Mineral Fibre
- Foam

Track - Structure Frame

It is made with MDF processing ‘waste’ from
the Irish sawmill sector, in the form of wood
chip. Locally sourced with FSC certification.
100% assembled in Ireland and the install
team is based locally in Ireland.
Standard panel depths are 25, 40 & 50mm,
bespoke depths available on request.
With Sonar Cell we can offer either a hidden
or external frame. This is a demountable
system, which can be removed from the wall
if you require to access services from behind
the panel. It is transportable.

Core

We have a selection of 3 different core infills.
Mineral core fiber, Polyester and Foam.

Mounting Options

Backing Board

- Magnets
- Split panel

Fabric

The Sonar system is designed to allow
leading manufacturers in acoustic textiles
and fabrics to be used inside the system.

Sound Absorption Coefficent(αs)

1.00

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
Acoustic resistance

25mm Class C – 50mm Class A

Installation system
Z clips and magnets.

0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20

Thermal Conductivity

Vibe Wall
Vibe Wall

0.10

50mm
25mm

0

0.039 W/mK Mineral Core Fiber, 0.035 W/
mk Foam, 0.040 W/mK Polyester.

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

Frequency / Hz

Frequency

125

Vibe Wall
25mm

0.10

Vibe Wall
50mm

0.40

250

500

1000

2000

4000

Class

0.45

0.88

1.00

1.00

1.00

C

0.95

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.00

A

*Acoustic Data can vary depending on exact fabric selected

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

The Acoustic Mineral Fiber contained within
the Vision Vibe Acoustic system complies
with the BS EN 13501-1 A1-s1-d0. For the
foam and polyester the rating is BS EN
13501-1 Class B s1 d0.
We recommend a selection of the
stretch fabric coverings which meet the
requirements of BS EN 13501-1 rating
B-S1-d0. We also will provide additional fire
retardancy treatments to achieve this.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available in two depths 25 and 50 mm.
Lighting can be added into the system.
Use textiles from brand leading manufacturers
In-house printing of images or graphics.
In-house laser etch graphics.
Anti-Microbial Performance on request.

Commercial Offices
Meeting Rooms
Theatres
Home Cinemas
Recording Studios
Restaurants
Banks
Libraries

Vibe Sonar

Core 1: Foam
Basotect® is a lightweight, open cell melamine foam.
It exhibits excellent fire resistance properties and as
such does not flame or emit toxic fumes. Due to its
excellent thermal and acoustic properties it has countless
applications including acoustic wall and ceiling panels.
This acoustic foam reaches Class O fire rating at 25 mm.
It is a great performing acoustic core reaching Class D
sound absorption at 25 mm and Class B at 50 mm. The
panels can be made as large as 2700 mm x 1200 mm
and are perfect for floor to ceiling applications. Due to the
foams consistent colour it can be used without a fabric
face as a simple solution for ceiling application.
Foam is manufactured in Germany – 100% of the foam
scraps from manufacture of Vibe systems are recycled
and reusable.
Density: 9kg per m³.

Core 2: Mineral fiber
The mineral core is our highest absorbing acoustic panel,
Due to its rigidity many offices tend to use this as multi
functional product by also using it as a pinboard. As seen
in the table below it reaches Class C sound absorption at
25mm and Class A at 50 mm.
The Core achieves Class A fire rating to EN 13 501-1.
This core also comes in 2700 mm height so it is perfect
for most floor to ceiling applications.
Density: 94kg per m².

Core 3: Polyester
The polyester is a lightweight fiber product. It exhibits
excellent fire resistance properties and as such does
not flame or emit toxic fumes and is made from 60%+
recycled PET bottles. Due to its excellent thermal
and acoustic properties, it has countless applications
including acoustic baffles and acoustic wall panels.
Similar to the mineral core the polyester reaches Class
C sound absorption at 25mm and Class A and 50mm.
The core achieves Euro Class B at EN 13501 We use our
polyester core in our ceiling applications as it can then
still be used over restaurant areas unlike mineral core
absorbers.
Density: 2.5kg per m².
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Avoca Fabrics
The Sonar Cell acoustic system
works really well with some of
Avoca’s heavier textiles and
bronze metal frame.

Vision Creative Studios

Vision Branding
visionbranding.ie

Love decor

Headquarters

Vision Interiors
Vision-interiors.ie

Buddalife

t +353 (01) 450 0622
e. info@vision-creativestudios.com
M50 Business Park, Unit 1, Ballymount
Ave, Ballymount, Dublin, D12 HP11

Vita Italiana
vitaitaliana.ie

Vision Research
&
Development

vision-creativestudios.com

Empowering people with
disabilities to live selfdetermined lives in an
equal and inclusive society.

lovedecor.com

buddalife.com

visionresearch.io

Vibe Wave
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This corrugated wave effect provides the top end in absorption and acoustic ability. Wave
enables our clients to integrate different colour, fabrics and textiles closely together. The clever
simulation of this pattern provides the best acoustic rating of any product. The system is 70%
made from local materials and 100% assembled in Ireland.

Project:
Project: ESB
ESB Dublin.
Dublin.

Vibe Wave

Project: ESB
Vibe Wave was installed to
maximise the acoustic rating and
create a homely environment.
Vision installed the system with
Vescom Wolin based on a 100
radius system.
Stitched end
cap detailing. Monitors and
Whiteboards can be incorporated.
2021

Vibe Wave

Project: ESB
Vibe Wave was installed to
maximise the acoustic rating and
create a homely environment.
Vision installed the system with
Vescom Wolin based on a 100
radius system.
Stitched end
cap detailing. Monitors and
Whiteboards can be incorporated.
2021

Vibe Wave

Project: Vision Studios
Wave panels wrapped in Camira
fabrics.
2021

Vibe Wave

SPECIFICATION

Module D

Module C

Vibe Wave is made from 3 main materials
and manufactured in Ireland.

Module E
Wall Surface
Interlock Mounting
System

Structure

It is made with MDF processing ‘waste’ from
the Irish sawmill sector, in the form of wood
chip. Locally sourced with FSC certification.
100% assembled in Ireland and the install
team is based locally in Ireland.

Module A
Module B

Dimensions

3000mm height max, 50mm-150mm width,
50mm-100mm depth.

Core

Foam is manufactured in Germany – 100%
of the foam scraps from manufacture of Vibe
systems are recycled and reusable.

Fabric

The Wave System is designed to allow
leading manufacturers in acoustic textiles
and fabrics to be used inside the system,
PET Felt (96% post-consumer polyesterGlobal Recycle Standard [GRS]) and Filz
Wool Felt (100% Wool).
The fabrics from Avoca and Magee
are manufactured locally and 100%
biodegradable.

A

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

B

C D E

Sound Absorption Results
1.2

Installation system

Fix to wall with bracketing system.

Thermal Rating
0.035 W/mk.

0.22
0.27
0.31
0.49
0.70
0.90
1.01
1.08
1.12
1.16
1.12
1.16
1.14
1.11
1.04
1.02
1.03
1.07

1.1
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
100
125
160
200
250
315
400
500
630
800
1000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
4000
5000

100
125
160
200
250
315
400
500
630
800
1000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
4000
5000

Sound
Absorption
Coefficient
(Sabins / ft 2 )

)

Class A

Frequency
(Hz)

2

Acoustic resistance

SAA = 1.00
NRC = 1.00

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

EN 13501-1 Class B

•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporates switches, sockets and services.
Can be built around curved or angled walls.
Lighting can be added into the system.
Use textiles from brand leading manufacturers
In-house laser etch graphics.
Anti-Microbial Performance on request.

Frequency (Hz)

APPLICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial Offices
Meeting Rooms
Theatres
Home Cinemas
Recording Studios
Restaurants
Banks
Libraries

Vibe Wave
Core: Foam
Basotect® is a lightweight, open cell melamine foam.
It exhibits excellent fire resistance properties and as
such does not flame or emit toxic fumes. Due to its
excellent thermal and acoustic properties it has countless
applications including acoustic wall and ceiling panels.
This acoustic foam reaches Class O fire rating at 25 mm.
It is a great performing acoustic core reaching Class D
sound absorption at 25 mm and Class B at 50 mm. The
panels can be made as large as 2700 mm x 1200 mm
and are perfect for floor to ceiling applications. Due to the
foams consistent colour it can be used without a fabric
face as a simple solution for ceiling application.
Foam is manufactured in Germany – 100% of the foam
scraps from manufacture of Vibe systems are recycled
and reusable.
Density: 9kg per m³.

Finish 1: Recycled Polyester Felt

96% recycled post consumer felt polyester.
•
Available in 2mm (600gms/m2) or 4mm (1200gms/
m2) width.
•
Available in 55 colours.
Polyester felt is a decorative material that helps to absorb
sound in your home/office environment. Available in a
diverse colour palette, the material supports a variety of
interior applications. The felt can be used on the following
ranges Vision Vellum, Duet, Wave and Forest products.
The polyester felt comes 750mm wide rolls which can
be stuck to the wall. The fabric, available in both 2mm
(600g/m2) and 4mm (1200g/m2) thicknesses, consists of
96% recycled polyester post-consumer.

available in plain and melange colours

Finish 2: Wool Felt
•
•
•
•

100% wool felt Manufactured in Germany.
Available in 2mm (600gms/m2), 3mm (840gms/m2)
or 5mm(1400gms/m2) width.
Can be backed by cork or polyester.
Available in 75 colours.

Wool felt is a 100% decorative wool material that has
excellent sound and heat insulating properties. The
comprehensive colour collection enables individual
design solutions. The felt can be used on the following
ranges Vision Vellum, Duet, Wave and Forest products.
The wool felt comes 750mm wide rolls which can be
stuck to the wall. Wool felt is biodegradable, compostable
and has an inherent durability and resilience.

Finish 3: Fabric
The system can be personalised and customised to a
variety of colours and sizes using different fabrics from all
the leading acoustic manufacturers.

available in plain and melange colours

by

Project: ESB Dublin
Using the Vibe Wave system to
project a calming familiar feel.
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vitaitaliana.ie
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Vibe Forest
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Our forest pattern is a system with a variety of asymmetrical shapes created in individual panels
to create unique and original patterns for every environment. The system is 70% made from
local materials and 100% assembled in Ireland.

Project: ESB
Google
Dublin.
1GCP

Vibe Forest

Project: Google 1GCP
Vision produced and installed the
forest system on walls, using Filz
wool felt.
2021

Vibe Forest

SPECIFICATION

Module D

Module C

Module E
Wall Surface

Vision Vibe forest is made from 3 main
materials and manufactured in Ireland.

Interlock Mounting
System

Structure

It is made with MDF processing ‘waste’ from
the Irish sawmill sector, in the form of wood
chip. Locally sourced with FSC certification.
100% assembled in Ireland and the install
team is based locally in Ireland.

Module A
Module B

Dimensions

3000mm height max, 50mm-150mm width,
50mm-100mm depth.

Core

Foam is manufactured in Germany – 100%
of the foam scraps from manufacture of Vibe
systems are recycled and reusable.

Fabric

A

The Forest System is designed to allow
leading manufacturers in acoustic textiles
and fabrics to be used inside the system,
PET Felt (96% post-consumer polyesterGlobal Recycle Standard [GRS]) and Filz
Wool Felt (100% Wool).
The fabrics from Avoca and Magee
are manufactured locally and 100%
biodegradable.

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

B

C D E

Sound Absorption Results
1.2

100
125
160
200
250
315
400
500
630
800
1000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
4000
5000

Installation system

Fix to wall with bracketing system.

Thermal Rating
0.035 W/mk.

0.22
0.27
0.31
0.49
0.70
0.90
1.01
1.08
1.12
1.16
1.12
1.16
1.14
1.11
1.04
1.02
1.03
1.07

1.1
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
100
125
160
200
250
315
400
500
630
800
1000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
4000
5000

Class A

Sound
Absorption
Coefficient
(Sabins / ft 2 )

)

Frequency
(Hz)

2

Acoustic resistance

SAA = 1.00
NRC = 1.00

Frequency (Hz)

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

EN 13501-1 Class B

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporates switches, sockets and services.
Can be built around curved or angled walls.
Lighting can be added into the system.
Use textiles from brand leading manufacturers
In-house laser etch graphics.
Anti-Microbial Performance on request.

Commercial Offices
Meeting Rooms
Theatres
Home Cinemas
Recording Studios
Restaurants
Banks
Libraries

Vibe Forest
Core: Foam
Basotect® is a lightweight, open cell melamine foam.
It exhibits excellent fire resistance properties and as
such does not flame or emit toxic fumes. Due to its
excellent thermal and acoustic properties it has countless
applications including acoustic wall and ceiling panels.
This acoustic foam reaches Class O fire rating at 25 mm.
It is a great performing acoustic core reaching Class D
sound absorption at 25 mm and Class B at 50 mm. The
panels can be made as large as 2700 mm x 1200 mm
and are perfect for floor to ceiling applications. Due to the
foams consistent colour it can be used without a fabric
face as a simple solution for ceiling application.
Foam is manufactured in Germany – 100% of the foam
scraps from manufacture of Vibe systems are recycled
and reusable.
Density: 9kg per m³.

Finish 1: Recycled Polyester Felt

96% recycled post consumer felt polyester.
•
Available in 2mm (600gms/m2) or 4mm (1200gms/
m2) width.
•
Available in 55 colours.
Polyester felt is a decorative material that helps to absorb
sound in your home/office environment. Available in a
diverse colour palette, the material supports a variety of
interior applications. The felt can be used on the following
ranges Vision Vellum, Duet, Wave and Forest products.
The polyester felt comes 750mm wide rolls which can
be stuck to the wall. The fabric, available in both 2mm
(600g/m2) and 4mm (1200g/m2) thicknesses, consists of
96% recycled polyester post-consumer.

available in plain and melange colours

FInish 2: Wool Felt
•
•
•
•

100% wool felt Manufactured in Germany.
Available in 2mm (600gms/m2), 3mm (840gms/m2)
or 5mm(1400gms/m2) width.
Can be backed by cork or polyester.
Available in 75 colours.

Wool felt is a 100% decorative wool material that has
excellent sound and heat insulating properties. The
comprehensive colour collection enables individual
design solutions. The felt can be used on the following
ranges Vision Vellum, Duet, Wave and Forest products.
The wool felt comes 750mm wide rolls which can be
stuck to the wall. Wool felt is biodegradable, compostable
and has an inherent durability and resilience.

Finish 3: Fabric
The system can be personalised and customised to a
variety of colours and sizes using different fabrics from all
the leading acoustic manufactors.

available in plain and melange colours

by

Project: Google 1GCP
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Vibe Calmtone
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The paneling lend a touch of modernity to any room. The moduls and panels can be installed
in a selection of different colours and shapes. Calmtone is one of the most versatile materials.
Made from 65% recycled PET it gives us endless scope to help create that out of the box project.

Project: Amgen

Vibe Calmtone

Project: MasterCard
Vision installed Calmtone panels
with magnetic boards. Bespoke
design using Calmtone alternating
pattern using company brand
colours
2020

Project: Mongo DB
Vision installed Calmtone panels
with magnetic blackboards.
2020

Vibe Calmtone

Project: DocuSign
Calmtone lends itself to integration
of monitors, whiteboards, sockets
and media points.
2019

Calmtone Layers
Project: Amgen
Vision designed, produced and
installed the visual communications
for their new facilities. Dynamic
and functional acoustic panels
reflecting the Amgen logo and a
large sign wrapped in acoustic felts
were some of the more innovative
features on this project.
2019

Vibe Calmtone

Laser etched Calmtone
Project: RaboBank
Vision installed Calmtone panels
with magnetic blackboards.
2021

Vibe Calmtone

Custom printed Calmtone
Project: Google Amsterdam
Vision was engaged by Google’s
project management in Ireland
to collaborate with them in their
project in Amsterdam. We worked
with the creative team through the
whole process. Using our creative
team we studied the Amsterdam
ethos, making sure the client felt
the designs reflected their culture
as well as keeping the design team
involved and satisfied.
2019

Vibe Calmtone

Project: Arachas
Vision installed hanging calmtone
panels with custom cut out design.
2022

Vibe Calmtone

SPECIFICATION

Direct Fix

24 mm

Dimensions

Class C NRC 0.75

Panel size 2800mm x 1200mm.
Available in two depths 12mm and 24mm

12 mm
Class D NRC 0.45

Density

12mm 2,4kg/m² or 24mm 3,5kg/m²

Materials

With AirGap

100% Polyester Fiber (PET) 65% recycled
material

24 mm

Class B NRC 0.95

Installation system
Direct fix to wall or on battens

12 mm

Class B NRC 0.80

Microbial Performance

ASTM G21 – 15 Growth rating: 0 (No
growth).
Air Gap

Air Gap

12mm ACOUSTIC DATA

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

Acoustic Test Report


Acoustic resistance



12mm - 0.45, 0.80
24mm - 0.75, 0.95





Thermal Resistance



RO.82 (@15°)



ā

VOC Concentration




0.009 mg/m3 (7 days)













































Water vapour absorption

ASTM C1104 / C1104-13a Test conditions:
49°C, 95%RH Water vapour absorbed and
adsorbed after 4 days: 0.4% by weigh

Impact resistance

Frequency

100Hz

125Hz

160Hz

200Hz

250Hz

315Hz

400Hz

500Hz

630Hz

800Hz

1000Hz

1250Hz

1600Hz

2000Hz

2500Hz

3150Hz

4000Hz

NRC

No Cavity / 12mm

0.03

0.01

0.09

0.04

0.05

0.09

0.12

0.25

0.32

0.49

0.61

0.71

0.82

0.85

0.91

0.94

0.95

0.45

Cavity 50mm /
12mm

0.20

0.16

0.22

0.32

0.46

0.56

0.63

0.80

0.89

1.03

1.04

0.99

1.07

1.00

0.93

0.87

0.92

0.80

Cavity 150mm /
12mm

0.29

0.46

0.44

0.57

0.68

0.81

0.97

0.96

0.91

1.04

0.92

0.80

0.94

0.94

0.91

0.90

0.91

0.90

24mm ACOUSTIC DATA

ISO 7892:1988

Acoustic Test Report

Colour fastness



ISO 105-X12:2016
Dry rating: 4-5 (Highest = 5)
Wet rating: 4-5 (Highest = 5)











ā















































Frequency

100Hz

125Hz

160Hz

200Hz

250Hz

315Hz

400Hz

500Hz

630Hz

800Hz

1000Hz

1250Hz

1600Hz

2000Hz

2500Hz

3150Hz

4000Hz

No Cavity / 24mm

0.01

0.04

0.13

0.19

0.28

0.39

0.52

0.78

0.85

0.94

0.96

1.04

1.03

1.01

0.98

0.96

0.97

0.75

Cavity 50mm /
24mm

0.25

0.36

0.42

0.61

0.77

0.77

0.92

0.98

1.04

1.09

1.00

0.97

0.97

0.96

0.93

1.00

0.99

0.90

Cavity 150mm /
24mm

0.45

0.55

0.64

0.66

0.69

0.77

0.88

0.99

0.90

0.92

0.86

0.90

0.97

1.00

0.97

0.99

1.00

0.90

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

ISO 9705: Classification: Group 1-S, AS
ISO 9705 – 2003 Classification: Group 1,
EN13501-1:2007+A1:2009: B – s2, d2.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12mm
Class D NRC 0.45 Direct Fix
Class B NRC 0.80 50mm Air Gap
24mm
Class C NRC 0.75 Direct Fix
Class B NRC 0.75 50mm Air Gap

Available in two depths 25 and 50 mm.
Incorporates switches, sockets and services.
Can be built around curved or angled walls.
Lighting can be added into the system.
Use textiles from brand leading manufacturers
In-house printing of images or graphics.
In-house laser etch graphics.
Anti-Microbial Performance on request.

Commercial Offices
Meeting Rooms
Theatres
Home Cinemas
Recording Studios
Restaurants
Banks
Libraries

NRC

Vibe Calmtone

colour choice

black
001

charcoal grey
002

slate grey

ice white

003

004

teal

opal

sand

cherry red

fuzzy green

orange

yellow
011

dusty pink

010

purple

midnight blue

azure

deep blue

005

009

013

006

014

007

015

OR
white calmtone panel
dyed with over 2000
colour options
soft blue
017

white
018

008

012

016

Vibe Calmtone

Calmtone Print
Our unique UV large format 3D
printer has the ability to add depth
to any printed surface

Calmtone Laser
The in house laser brings
additional design features to
Calmtone panels and felts

Calmtone Shapes
Careful use of multiple layers
brings interesting shapes and
shadow accents to walls

Calmtone Layers
We are able to produce bespoke
repetitive shapes in sizes of your
choice

Project: Invesco

by

Using two layers of 12mm
Calmtone a 3D effect was
achieved to add dimensionality to
the world map and enhance the
acoustic treatment effect.
2021
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Vibe Duet
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Duet is a dual layered product which consists of felt on top of cork or compressed polyester.
This dual layer gives it an enriched acoustic effect with different depths to suit your
requirements. It provides a slim-line installation, with minimal intrusion into the office space.

Project: Invesco

Vibe Duet

Project: Invesco
Vision produced and installed the
Vibe Duet system. Vision used a
duel layer of 3mm felt and 5mm
cut out shapes felt with a 24 mm
(calmtone) compressed polyester
backing. The project also included
whiteboards and digital displays.
The bespoke system had a Class
C acoustic rating.
2021

Vibe Duet

SPECIFICATION
Dimensions

DUET

750mm – 1800mm width, tile or roll format.
Tolerance +2mm. 2mm –5 mm depth.

Density

FINISH +

1400g to 2400g per m²

Calmtone
24 mm

Materials

FINISH +

Filz Wool Felt (100% Wool)
PET Felt, (96% post-consumer polyesterGlobal Recycle Standard [GRS])
Cork.

Calmtone
12 mm

Installation

Direct fix to wall. Wall to wall and/or floor to
ceiling.

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

Noise Reduction Coeffecient

Acoustic resistance

1

Filz Wool felt = α w bis 1,0.

Installation system

Direct fix to wall. Wall to wall and/or floor to
ceiling.
0.75

Light Fastness

NRC

Wool Felt 4-6 (ISO 1-8), LEED v4, VOC free.

0.5

0.25

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

Frequency
No cavity

100mm cavity

50mm cavity

150mm cavity*

*NRC .85

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

Filz Wool Felt BS-EN13501-1 Class B s1 d1
Cork and PET felt BS EN 13501-1 Class B.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wool depths options.
Polyester depths options.
Cork depth between 2mm & 12mm options.
Incorporates switches, sockets and services.
Can be built around curved or angled walls.
Lighting can be added into the system.
More than 100 finishes availabe.
In-house printing of images or graphics.
In-house laser etched or grooved graphics.
Anti-Microbial Performance on request.

Commercial Offices
Meeting Rooms
Theatres
Home Cinemas
Recording Studios
Restaurants
Banks
Libraries

Vibe Duet

Backing: Calmtone (Compressed Polyester)
Calmtone is made from 100% Polyester Fiber (PET)
60% recycled material. It gives us endless scope with a
selection of different colours and shapes. The paneling
lend a touch of modernity to any room.
Panel size 2800mm x 1200mm.
Available in two depths 12mm and 24mm.
Direct fix.

Finish 1: Recycled Polyester Felt
•
•
•

96% recycled post consumer felt polyester.
Available in 2mm (600gms/m2) or 4mm (1200gms/
m2) width.
Available in 55 colours.

Polyester felt is a decorative material that helps to absorb
sound in your home/office environment. Available in a
diverse colour palette, the material supports a variety of
interior applications. The felt can be used on the following
ranges Vision Vellum, Duet, Wave and Forest products.
The polyester felt comes 750mm wide rolls which can
be stuck to the wall. The fabric, available in both 2mm
(600g/m2) and 4mm (1200g/m2) thicknesses, consists of
96% recycled polyester post-consumer.
available in plain and melange colours

Finish 2: Wool Felt
•
•
•
•
•

100% wool felt Manufactured in Germany.
Available in 2mm (600gms/m2), 3mm (840gms/m2)
or 5mm(1400gms/m2) width.
Can be backed by cork or polyester.
Available in 75 colours.
Wool felt is a 100% decorative wool material that
has excellent sound and heat insulating properties.
The comprehensive colour collection enables
individual design solutions. The felt can be used
on the following ranges Vision Vellum, Duet, Wave
and Forest products. The wool felt comes 750mm
wide rolls which can be stuck to the wall. Wool felt
is biodegradable, compostable and has an inherent
durability and resilience.

Finish 3: Cork

Portuguese cork from trees that absorb 3-5 times
more carbon than other countries
•
Available in any size from 2mm to 12mm thicknesses
•
Available in roll or tile format

available in plain and melange colours

Invesco

by

By incorporating lighting in the
booths we enhanced the overall
feel of these small spaces
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Vibe Vellum
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Vellum is a felt with a self-adhesive backing. It can be applied like a wall covering, which can
add a sense of depth, warmth and luxury. We offer a vast array of colours and our designers can
have it etched in a contrasting pattern. It is possible to achieve 3D effects, by adding multiple
layers or laser etching the felt to create beautiful custom designs. Made in Ireland & UK.

Project: DocuSign

Vibe Vellum

Project: DocuSign
Vision produced and installed the
Vellum system in seating pods and
cubicle to give a soft warm finish
to the areas.
The system was a 3mm felt
direct fixed to the walls in the
seating pods. The glass magnetic
whiteboards where incorporated
into the acoustics.
2020

Vibe Vellum

SPECIFICATION

VELLUM

Dimensions

750mm – 1800mm width, tile or roll format.
Tolerance +2mm. 2mm –5 mm depth.
FINISH

Density

wall

1400g to 2400g per m²

Materials

FINISH

Filz Wool Felt (100% Wool)
PET Felt, (96% post-consumer polyesterGlobal Recycle Standard [GRS])
Cork.

wall

Noise Reduction Coeffecient

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

1

Acoustic resistance

Filz Wool felt = α w bis 1,0.

Installation system

Direct fix to wall. Wall to wall and/or floor to
ceiling.

0.75

Light Fastness

NRC

Wool Felt 4-6 (ISO 1-8), LEED v4, VOC free.
0.5

0.25

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

Frequency
No cavity

100mm cavity

50mm cavity

150mm cavity*

*NRC .85

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

Filz Wool Felt BS-EN13501-1 Class B s1 d1
Cork and PET felt BS EN 13501-1 Class B.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wool depths options.
Polyester depths options.
Cork depth between 2mm & 12mm options.
Incorporates switches, sockets and services.
Can be built around curved or angled walls.
Lighting can be added into the system.
More than 100 finishes availabe.
In-house printing of images or graphics.
In-house laser etched or grooved graphics.
Anti-Microbial Performance on request.

Commercial Offices
Meeting Rooms
Theatres
Home Cinemas
Recording Studios
Restaurants
Banks
Libraries

Vibe Vellum

Finish 1: Recycled Polyester Felt
•
•
•

96% recycled post consumer felt polyester.
Available in 2mm (600gms/m2) or 4mm (1200gms/
m2) width.
Available in 55 colours.

Polyester felt is a decorative material that helps to absorb
sound in your home/office environment. Available in a
diverse colour palette, the material supports a variety of
interior applications. The felt can be used on the following
ranges Vision Vellum, Duet, Wave and Forest products.
The polyester felt comes 750mm wide rolls which can
be stuck to the wall. The fabric, available in both 2mm
(600g/m2) and 4mm (1200g/m2) thicknesses, consists of
96% recycled polyester post-consumer.
available in plain and melange colours

Finish 2: Wool Felt
•
•
•
•
•

100% wool felt Manufactured in Germany.
Available in 2mm (600gms/m2), 3mm (840gms/m2)
or 5mm(1400gms/m2) width.
Can be backed by cork or polyester.
Available in 75 colours.
Wool felt is a 100% decorative wool material that
has excellent sound and heat insulating properties.
The comprehensive colour collection enables
individual design solutions. The felt can be used
on the following ranges Vision Vellum, Duet, Wave
and Forest products. The wool felt comes 750mm
wide rolls which can be stuck to the wall. Wool felt
is biodegradable, compostable and has an inherent
durability and resilience.

Finish 3: Cork

Portuguese cork from trees that absorb 3-5 times
more carbon than other countries
•
Available in any size from 2mm to 12mm thicknesses
•
Available in roll or tile format

Finish 4: Fabric
The system can be personalised and customised to a
variety of colours and sizes using different fabrics from all
the leading acoustic manufactors.

available in plain and melange colours

Project: DocuSign

by

By incorporating lighting in the
booths we enhanced the overall
feel of these small spaces
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Vibe Quiet - Moss
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Be inspired by nature with this biophilic acoustic moss. Made with preserved moss which is not
chemically treated, and is available with a recycled material backing that helps achieve up to
Class A acoustic rating. It offers an organic visual impact and a wow factor for public spaces.

Basic moss
Wall cladding of full flat moss coverage and low intensity
coverage with ball moss. (3D Option)

Moss ball
Total coverage of ball moss.

SPECIFICATION
Dimensions

20mm and 40mm substrate, covers all wall
and ceiling spaces, including maps, clocks,
letters, shapes, different finishes in either,
basic volume/great volume. Made to order.
moss

Density

Varied as it’s a natural product.

acoustic core recycled fibre
recycled PVC backing

Materials

Moss and a recycled PVC backing.
Naturally preserved, using a fluid that is so
safe it is drinkable.

VOC Concentration

It reduces VOC gases.

1.40

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
Acoustic resistance

1.20

20mm substrate Class C
40mm Substrate Class A

1.00

Direct fix, magnets, Z clips or can be
supplied in a frame.

Colour fastness

Moss walls are sealed permanently using
an all-natural mineral process, stopping
it from fading and making it resistant to
discolouration.

Absorption coefficient α

Installation system

0.80

0.60

0.40

Maintenance

Due to the Organic preservation process,
moss does not require maintenance as the
moss is anti-static.

0.20

0.00

63

125

250

500

1k

2k

Frequentie f [Hz]

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

Moss

• Available in two depths and custom design.
• Can be built around curved or angled walls
or ceiling.
• Lighting can be added into the system.
• Anti-Microbial Performance.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SO 6941 This product has been tested for
burning behaviour measurement of flame
spread.

Plants

BS EN 13501 Class B s2 d0.
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Vibe Quiet - Plants
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Biophilic acoustic walls and ceilings are made with real plants which are naturally Preserved
Without the use of chemicals, exempt from high maintenance expenses. Simply enjoy its
unembellished depiction of nature, ushering beauty and emotion into your workspace.

Meadow
Wall cladding of full flat moss coverage and low intensity
coverage with ball moss and plants. (3D option)

Mid
Wall cladding of full flat moss coverage and medium
intensity coverage with ball moss and plants. (3D option)

Foresta
Total coverage of flat moss and high intensity coverage
with plants. (3D)

Nay
Total coverage of the surface with plants pinned to the
base without including either flat moss or moss balls
(highest similarity to vertical living garden). The choice of
these plants will be made out of a specific range.

Cottage
Total coverage of the surface with plants pinned to the
base without including either flat moss or moss balls
(highest similarity to vertical living garden).

SPECIFICATION
Dimensions

Minimum of 1m², made to order.

Density

Varied as it’s a natural product.

plants

Materials

acoustic core recycled fibre

Natural preserved plants. Stabilization
is achieved using a totally ecological
process that consists of the natural sap
with a Preservation product which is 100%
biodegradable.

recycled PVC backing

VOC Concentration

It is not an allergen and it does not admit
any CO².

1.40

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

Acoustic resistance

1.20

Installation system

1.00

Colour fastness

0.80

Entirely dependent on design.

Plant walls are sealed permanently using
an all-natural mineral process, stopping
it from fading and making it resistant to
discolouration.

Maintenance

It requires no watering or special lighting. No
expensive maintenance contract required.

Absorption coefficient α

Direct fix to wall

0.60

0.40

0.20

0.00

63

125

250

500

1k

2k

Frequentie f [Hz]

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

Moss

• Available in two depths and custom design.
• Can be built around curved or angled walls
or ceiling.
• Lighting can be added into the system.
• Anti-Microbial Performance.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SO 6941 This product has been tested for
burning behaviour measurement of flame
spread.

Plants

BS EN 13501 Class B s2 d0.
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Vibe Quiet - Cork
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A natural material with an acoustically softening property. The colours and textures available
offer a renaissance to cork as an excellent recycled product. 100% Biodegradable, recyclable,
renewable, naturally fire retardant, high insulation value, waterproof and airtight.

Naturals
Naturals range features style and
natural beauty. With a fabulous
assortment of designs, textures
and colour that provide the perfect
solution to create luxurious interior
decorating styles from modern to
traditional.

3D
3D range features elements
that will enhance any wall while
accentuating the light shading
patterns across the wall thus
breaking up any sound and visual
look.

Geometric
Geometric is the range for places
that require a structure them whilst
at the same time adding a style to
the room beyond function

Laser etched
Laser etch and grooves bring
pleasant undulations and design
ideas to the room and can lift the
aesthetics to a new level

cork
SPECIFICATION
Dimensions

cork
finish

Two panel sizes,
- 900 x 300 x 5.5 mm
- 900 x 150 x 5.5 mm

wall

Materials

Natural
cork
and
100%
postindustrial recycled natural cork.
Installation system: Direct fix with adhesive.
Density: 290-330kg per m3

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

Sound Absorption
1

Acoustic absorption
EN ISO 354aw 0.05-0.06

0.9
0.8
0.7

Installation system

Direct fix to wall. Wall to wall and/or floor to
ceiling.

0.6

Thermal Resistance

0.3

0.5
0.4

0.06 – 0.12 m² K/W

0.2
0.1
0

Tensile strength

ISO 7322 > 1000 kPa

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

Density

290 - 330kg per m³

12mm Cork

VOC Emission

18dB

6mm Cork

Greenguard gold A+

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

The cork contained within the Vision Vibe
Acoustic System

•
•
•
•
•
•

Available in 5.5mm.
Incorporates switches, sockets and services.
Can be built around curved or angled walls.
Use textiles from leading manufacturers
In-house laser etch graphics.
Anti-Microbial Performance.

14dB

APPLICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Vibe Hemp
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Hemp is a very sustainable and durable material which Vision Vibe has introduced into their
acoustic range. Our range aims to be as eco-friendly as possible by using sustainable materials,
and now by having hemp material as an option in our range we can offer a material that actually
benefits the environment when it is cultivated and uniquely during the acoustic products lifespan
as it continues to sequestrate Carbon. With great insulation properties and its ability to help
regulate room temperature and assist with moisture regulation it is our most sustainable product.

Vibe Hemp

SPECIFICATION
Dimensions
1200x600 mm panels

Thickness
30 mm

Basic Weight
12.6 kg/m3

Tolerances
±2.9mm/m

Thickness swelling
0.9%

Tolerances
758 kPa

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

Level of Acous�c Absorb�on αs

Acoustic resistance
Class A – Class C

Installation system
Mounted on timber battens;
Unistrut threaded rods and dowel clips.

Emissions
E1 class.

FIRE RATING
BS EN 13501- Class B s1-d0

Environmental
FSC certified upon request

Level of Acous�c Absorb�on

1,20
1,00
0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00

125

250

500

1000

2000

BENEFITS

APPLICATIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Formaldehyde-free
Fire retardant
Mildew resistant
Waterproof
Recyclable
Easy processing
CO² storage
High edge stability
Regulates humidity (45% - 55%)
Optimum regulation of the room climate
Neutralizes odors

4000
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Vibe Hemp

Environmental Impact
Industrial hemp absorbs between 8 to 15 tonnes of CO2
per hectare of cultivation. In comparison, forests typically
capture 2 to 6 tonnes of CO2 per hectare per year. Hemp
actually continues to sequestrate carbon throughout its
lifespan. The cultivation of hemp can act as an alternative
to deforestation as one hectare of hemp can produce
the same amount of paper as 4 hectares of trees.
Subsequently, hemp grows in 4 months, meanwhile,
trees grow within an average timeframe of 20-50 years.
Hemp is also much kinder to grow in comparison to other
crops as it requires very little water and due to its ability
to deter insects, it does not require pesticides that are
harmful to the planet. It can also act as a sustainable
replacement for plastic products as hemp can be rereleased into the environment without causing harm.
Every year millions of trees are cut down for paper
production, whilst plastic floods our rivers and seas, and
oil corrupts our ozone. Hemp is a natural and toxic-free
resource that still has the power to replace the damaging
products that are circulating the earth. By using hemp as
a material and a resource, we can continue to produce
popular products at a lower cost, with faster growth, and
minimum damage to the environment.

History
Due to hemp’s importance, versatility and strength,
farmers in 17th century Massachusetts, Virginia, and
Connecticut were legally obliqued to grow hemp crops
and could face fines or prison time if they refused to
grow hemp on their land. Not only was hemp held as
an important crop for its use within the manufacturing of
products, but it was also used as a form of legal tender
and for paying taxes. Household names such as Henry
Ford, created cars made entirely from hemp as it can be
10 times stronger than steel.
Hemp’s rich history poses the question of why hemp is not
the leading material in current times, and this is primarily
due to the prohibition in America, and the politics and
economic culture of the oil, paper and plastic industries.
The American Prohibition saw the introduction of the
Marijuana Tax Act 1937 and due to hemp’s relation to
the marijuana plant, the hemp industry hit a rapid decline,
both in America, and across the globe. Along side this, the
American businessman and politician William Randolph
Hearst, who owned newspapers, magazines, and media
in America, as well as large forests used for the purpose
of producing paper, actioned for the use of tree paper
instead of hemp paper within the state. Similarly, John
D. Rockefeller, the richest man in the world at the time,
owned an oil company which was being hit by competition
from hemp oil manufacturers, and used his influencer to
secure standard oil’s popularity. The plastic industry was
also being threatened by hemp as it could be used as
an alternative to plastic, and Andrew W.Mellon, who was
a major shareholder in the Dupont Company and had a
patent for making plastic from petroleum products, used
his connections to smother the competition.
As a crop, hemp has a long history of cultivation with
records dating back as far as 8000BC. The oldest dated
uses of hemp have been for rope and paper. One hectare
of hemp can produce the same amount of paper as 4
hectares of trees and you can make 8 times the amount
of paper from hemp and as compared to only 3 times the
amount from wood. Hemp paper has been used in history
for the writing and printing of important documents such
as the drafts of the Declaration of Independence in the
US and the printing of the first US dollar bill.

Vibe Hemp

11.1.1
Hexagon
600mm height
Bevel on outer edge

11.1.2
Rectangle
1200x600mm Panels
Bevel on outer edge

11.1.3
Square
600x600mm Panels
Bevel on outer edge

Vibe Hemp

11.1.4
Triangle
600mm height
Bevel on outer edge

11.1.5
Parallelogram
1200x600mm
Bevel on outer edge

11.1.6
Arches
1200x600mm Panels
Bevel on outer edge

Vibe Hemp

11.1.7
Angle 45
1200x600mm Panels
Bevel on outer edge

11.1.8
Angle 30
1200x600mm Panels
Bevel on outer edge
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Vibe Wood Grain
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A natural robust alternative for incorporating acoustics into high traffic busy environments. With
a little imagination our design team can print any design suited to your interior requirements.
Wood grain is available in grooved, slatted, micro-perforated, and bespoke patterns in a range
of natural wood grains. There are a variety of acoustic ratings available up to Class A.
Made in Ireland and UK.

Printed perforated wood grain
With a specialised in-house printer
we are able to bring designs to
life using our wood paneling.
The natural designs with intense
colours will add atmosphere to
walls whilst maintaining great
acoustic treatment levels.

Vibe Wood Grain

SPECIFICATION
Dimensions

Made to measure.

Thickness
18-37 mm

Width

44 - 3000 mm
Coloured
Fleece
Fabric

Max Lenght

1200 - 3030mm

Porus
Absorber

Secret
fixing
joint

Perforated acoustic panel

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
Acoustic resistance

Shadow gap
Split Battens staggered to
allow fixing from side

Class A – Class C

Installation system

Mounted on timber battens;
Unistrut threaded rods and dowel clips.

Mineral fibre
e.g. 50mm at
45kg/m3

Emissions
E1 class.

First fix
softwood
battens at
50mm

FIRE RATING
BS EN 13501- Class B s1-d0

Environmental

FSC certified upon request

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available in different depths.
Incorporates switches, sockets and services.
Lighting can be added into the system.
Use textiles from brand leading manufacturers.
In-house printing of images or graphics.
In-house laser etch graphics.
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Vibe Wood Grain

slatted
Thickness
19-37 mm
Width
44-150 mm
Max length
2950 mm
Acoustic rating
Class A
Emissions
E1 class

grooved
Thickness
18-20 mm
Width
192 mm
Max length
3030 mm
Acoustic rating
Class C-B
Grooves
12-29 mm
Emissions
E1 class

perforated
Thickness

Width
3000 mm
Max length
1200 mm
Acoustic rating
Class C-B
Holes
0.5-8 mm
Emissions
E1 class

by

silence

by

Ceiling Collection
Vision VIBE offers a range of ceiling acoustic solutions that not only elevate the design
and aesthetic of a space but also provide an extra degree of acoustic comfort by absorbing
sound from above. Each panel is specifically designed for the designated space, ensuring
that the ceiling acoustics complement the design of the room, whilst ensuring the acoustic
properties of any space work to their best

Vibe Executive
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This is a Superior textile, self-tensioning, aluminium framed system. Primarily used in board
rooms and executive suites that ooze prestige. This is combined with an ability to integrate
different AV equipment to enhance the rooms functionality. Made in Ireland & UK.

Project: NTMA

Vision produced and installed the
Executive system.

Vibe Executive

Project: NTMA
Vision designed and developed
the acoustics systems which
is a stretch fabric system for
ceilings and walls across the
entire building. The ceiling system
achieved class A acoustics
delivering and installing a very
large acoustics package over
8 floors. The panels with fabric
wrapped edges and absolute
attention to detail were also
complemented with integrated
lighting system into the acoustics.
Visions and collaborators
delivered a very high end surfaces
for the building for the National
treasury and management agency
of Ireland.
2019

Vibe Executive

Project: Genesis
Vision produced and installed the
Vibe Executive system for the
ceilings and walls with fabric
wrapped systems on the edges.
Architects: Henry J Lyons.
Contractor: Ardmac.
2019

Vibe Executive

SPECIFICATION

Suspended Acoustic Panels-typical Tea Points
75x100mm C Channel
Clarification Of Geometrical Shapes

Dimensions

50x100mm C Channel

5mm Shadow Gap
Indicates The
Proposed Void
Area To Allow
For Lighting And
Services
Installation
Between Fabric
Tiles

5990

Panel size
Available in two depths 25 and 50 mm.

2818

860

2212
2264

849

2280

Track - Frame

2831

1890

The frame for Vibe Executive is our own
unique aluminium track that combines with
a self-tensioning system to keep the fabric
taut at all times. This will allow the textile
to shrink and expand with environmental
conditions like moisture and temperature.

1931

2094

2359
1596

476
1510

1804
1835

1603

A 2mm Thick
Metal Safety
Wire

1100
1075

1918

4790
2511

2518
1135
3564

Core

We have a selection of 3 different core infills.
Mineral core fiber, Polyester and Foam.

1439
2644

2416

2170

2697

Light Fittings
60mm Wide,
100mm Deep
And Bespoke
Lengths Provided
And Installed
By The Electrical
Contractor

2059
3438

Fabric

2664
1118

2657

The Executive System is designed to allow
leading manufacturers in acoustic textiles
and fabrics to be used inside the system.

2529
3023

Joint Lines Of
Fabric Ceiling
Tiles Each
Ceiling Panel Is
Demountable

Light Fitting 60mm Wide, 100mm Deep And Bespoke Lenghts Provided
And Installed By The Electrical Contractor
Aluminium C Frame Channel 100mm Depth
To Allow Led Fixing Between Acoustic Panels

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
Acoustic resistance

25mm Class C – 50mm Class A

Installation system
Z clips and magnets.

Thermal Conductivity

0.039 W/mK Mineral Core Fibre, 0.035 W/
mk Foam, 0.040 W/mK Polyester.

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

BS EN 13501- Class B

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available in two depths 25 and 50 mm.
Lighting can be added into the system.
Use textiles from brand leading manufacturers.
In-house printing of images or graphics.
In-house laser etch graphics.
Anti-Microbial Performance on request.
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Vibe Executive

Core 1: Foam
Basotect® is a lightweight, open cell melamine foam.
It exhibits excellent fire resistance properties and as
such does not flame or emit toxic fumes. Due to its
excellent thermal and acoustic properties it has countless
applications including acoustic wall and ceiling panels.
This acoustic foam reaches Class O fire rating at 25 mm.
It is a great performing acoustic core reaching Class D
sound absorption at 25 mm and Class B at 50 mm. The
panels can be made as large as 2700 mm x 1200 mm
and are perfect for floor to ceiling applications. Due to the
foams consistent colour it can be used without a fabric
face as a simple solution for ceiling application.
Foam is manufactured in Germany – 100% of the foam
scraps from manufacture of Vibe systems are recycled
and reusable.
Density: 9kg per m³.

Core 2: Mineral fiber
The mineral core is our highest absorbing acoustic panel,
Due to its rigidity many offices tend to use this as multi
functional product by also using it as a pinboard. As seen
in the table below it reaches Class C sound absorption at
25mm and Class A at 50 mm.
The Core achieves Class A fire rating to EN 13 501-1.
This core also comes in 2700 mm height so it is perfect
for most floor to ceiling applications.
Density: 94kg per m².

Core 3: Polyester
The polyester is a lightweight fiber product. It exhibits
excellent fire resistance properties and as such does
not flame or emit toxic fumes and is made from 60%+
recycled PET bottles. Due to its excellent thermal
and acoustic properties, it has countless applications
including acoustic baffles and acoustic wall panels.
Similar to the mineral core the polyester reaches Class
C sound absorption at 25mm and Class A and 50mm.
The core achieves Euro Class B at EN 13501 We use our
polyester core in our ceiling applications as it can then
still be used over restaurant areas unlike mineral core
absorbers.
Density: 2.5kg per m².

collection

Project: NTMA

Vision Creative Studios
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Vibe Calmtone Fins
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This is a vertical free hanging system where the panels can be custom made from compressed
polyester, the shape is tailored in a downward leading edge were you can avail of our in-house
printed designs to achieve that final touch. Impressive if used in open plan spaces with limited
wall availability. Made in Ireland & UK.

Vibe Calmtone Fins

Project: Invesco
2021

Project: Irish Distillers ltd - IDL
2021

Vibe Calmtone Fins

Project: ARUP
24 mm compressed polyester
triangle cut to shape
2021

Vibe Calmtone Fins

Project: MasterCard
2022

Vibe Calmtone Fins

Vibe Blade
Vertical calmtone fins
with linear leds stripes.
2021

Vibe Calmtone Fins

Project: AIB HQ
This project required some
additional acoustics around the
recreational area to allow for a
more quiet peaceful part of the
building that facilitated staff whilst
on rest periods.
The baffles in this case they were
from the standard range of colours
but it is also possible to get them
textile wrapped and to have
integrated lighting.
2019

Vibe Calmtone Fins
12-24 mm
SPECIFICATION
Dimensions
Available in two depths 12mm and 24mm.
Panel size 2800mm x 1200mm.

Density

12mm 2,4kg/m² or 24mm 3,5kg/m²

Materials

100% Polyester Fiber (PET) 65% recycled
material
Installation system
Direct fix to wall or on battens

12 mm

24 mm

Class D NRC 0.45

Class C NRC 0.75

40 mm

Microbial Performance

ASTM G21 – 15 Growth rating: 0 (No
growth).

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
Acoustic resistance
12mm - 0.45, 0.80
24mm - 0.75, 0.95

Thermal Resistance
RO.82 (@15°)

VOC Concentration
0.009 mg/m3 (7 days)

Water vapor absorption

ASTM C1104 / C1104-13a Test conditions:
49°C, 95%RH Water vapor absorbed and
adsorbed after 4 days: 0.4% by weigh

Impact resistance
ISO 7892:1988

Colour fastness

ISO 105-X12:2016
Dry rating: 4-5 (Highest = 5)
Wet rating: 4-5 (Highest = 5)

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

ISO 9705: Classification: Group 1-S, AS
ISO 9705 – 2003 Classification: Group 1,
EN13501-1:2007+A1:2009: B – s2, d2.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12mm
Class D NRC 0.45 Direct Fix
Class B NRC 0.80 50mm Air Gap
24mm
Class C NRC 0.75 Direct Fix
Class B NRC 0.75 50mm Air Gap

Available in two depths 25 and 50 mm.
Incorporates switches, sockets and services.
Can be built around curved or angled walls.
Lighting can be added into the system.
Use textiles from brand leading manufacturers
In-house printing of images or graphics.
In-house laser etch graphics.
Anti-Microbial Performance on request.
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Vibe Calmtone Fins

colour choice

black
001

charcoal grey
002

slate grey

ice white

003

004

teal

opal

sand

cherry red

fuzzy green

orange

yellow
011

dusty pink

010

purple

midnight blue

azure

deep blue

005

009

013

006

014

007

015

OR
white calmtone panel
dyed with over 2000
colour options
soft blue
017

white
018

008

012

016

Vibe Calmtone Fins
40 mm
SPECIFICATION
Dimensions

Cool White

Panel size max. 3000 mm lenght. Depth on
vertical access will vary. Width is 40 mm.

Core

Light Grey

Comprised of non-woven compressed
polyester made from 60% recycled plastic
bottles.

Colour

Silver Grey

Cool white, light grey, silver grey, anthracite,
black and possibility of fabric wrapped.

12 mm

24 mm

Fabric

Class D
NRC 0.45
Anthracite

Class C NRC 0.75

40 mm

The system is designed to allow leading
manufacturers in acoustic textiles and
fabrics to be used inside the system.

Night Black

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

1,3
1,2

Acoustic resistance

1,1

NRC 1.03 at 200mm from soffit
Suspension fitting with hanging wire and
spiral anchors.

Schallabsorp�onsgrad Alpha

Installation system

1
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4

NRC = 1,05
SAA = 1,02
Bewerteter Schallabsorptionsgrad nach EN ISO 11654

0,3
0,2

Alpha w : 1,00

0,1

Schallabsorberklasse : A

0

Akustikbüro Oldenburg
Dr.Christian Nocke
Hallraum: ITAP GmbH
Prüfdatum: 20.05.2015
Volumen Hallraum: 200 m³
Prüfling: 2760 x 4240 mm
Prüffläche: 11,7 m²
Temperatur: 17°C
Luftfeuchtigkeit: 48%

100

125

160

200

250

315

400

500

630

800

1000

1250

1600

2000

2500

3150

4000

5000

4676 - 4000g/m² - ND: 40 0,26

0,3

0,7

0,96

0,99

1,02

1,15

1,04

0,99

0,97

1,07

1,02

1

1,02

1,01

0,96

1

1,03

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

BS EN 13501 Class B

• Available in two depths 25 and 50 mm.
• Lighting can be added into the system.
• Use
textiles
from
brand
leading
manufacturers.
• In-house printing of images or graphics.
• In-house laser etch graphics.
• Anti-Microbial Performance on request.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial Offices
Meeting Rooms
Theatres
Home Cinemas
Recording Studios
Restaurants
Banks
Libraries

by

Vision Creative Studios

Vision Branding
visionbranding.ie

Love decor

Vision Interiors
vision-interiors.ie

Buddalife

Vita Italiana
vitaitaliana.ie

Vision Research
&
Development

vision-creativestudios.com

Empowering people with
disabilities to live selfdetermined lives in an
equal and inclusive society.

lovedecor.com

buddalife.com

visionresearch.io

Headquarters
t +353 (01) 450 0622
e. info@vision-creativestudios.com
M50 Business Park, Unit 1, Ballymount
Ave, Ballymount, Dublin, D12 HP11

Vibe Glide
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Glide is a suspended horizontal paneled ceiling made from a range of compressed polyester
colours. If you want to add some texture to this space, they can be covered by a textile of choice.
We also offer the option of having lights installed into the panels. Made in Ireland and UK.

Project: BNY, Bank of New
York

Vibe Glide

Project: BNY Bank of New
York
Vision Manufactured and installed
Vibe Glide ceiling system.
Contractor: Sonica.
2021

Project: WeWork, Dublin
Landings
Subtle integration of additional
acoustics. It is possible to change
the colour scheme and blend the
Vibe Glide in the ceiling whilst
incorporating smoke alarms.
2021

Vibe Glide

Project: Mola
2022

Vibe Glide

Project: ARUP
24 mm compressed polyester
triangle cut to shape

70
0

1212mm

700mm

16 Triangle Cuts
per raft

2100mm

606mm

mm

0
70

mm

2021

Vibe Glide

SPECIFICATION
Dimensions
Panel size max. 3000 x 2000mm.
Available in two depths 25 and 50mm.

ceiling

Core
Comprised of non-woven compressed
polyester made from 60% recycled plastic
bottles.

Colour

glide

White backing with a textile of choice
finish with an exposed white edge or fabric
wrapped edge.

Fabric
The Glide System is designed to allow
leading manufacturers in acoustic textiles
and fabrics to be used inside the system.

1.2

Absorption Co-efﬁcent (Random Incidence)

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
Acoustic resistance
NRC 1.03 at 200mm from soffit

Installation system
Suspension fitting with hanging wire and
spiral anchors.

1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
100

125

160

200

250

315

400

500

630

800

1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000

Frequency in Hz
9681 - 4000g/m2 Direct
ﬁxed

9681 - 4000gms ﬁxed
200mm below sofﬁt

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

BS EN 13501- Class B

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available in two depths 25 and 50 mm.
Lighting can be added into the system.
Use textiles from brand leading manufacturers.
In-house printing of images or graphics.
In-house laser etch graphics.
Anti-Microbial Performance on request.

Commercial Offices
Meeting Rooms
Theatres
Home Cinemas
Recording Studios
Restaurants
Banks
Libraries

collection

Project: BNY Mellon
With careful
additional
atmospheres
to provide a
environment.

use of colours
aspects
and
can be created
more welcoming

Vision Creative Studios
vision-creativestudios.com

Empowering people with
disabilities to live selfdetermined lives in an
equal and inclusive society.

by

Vision Branding
visionbranding.ie

Love decor

Vision Interiors
vision-interiors.ie

Buddalife

Vita Italiana
vitaitaliana.ie

Vision Research
&
Development

lovedecor.com
buddalife.com

visionresearch.io

Headquarters
t +353 (01) 450 0622
e. info@vision-creativestudios.com
M50 Business Park, Unit 1, Ballymount
Ave, Ballymount, Dublin, D12 HP11

by

sound

by

Mobile Virtual Wall
The Vision Vibe Virtual Wall is ideal for fast-paced environments. Each Mobile wall is doublesided; the whiteboard side allows for productive and practical workspaces when required,
meanwhile, the acoustic side allows sound to be absorbed, allowing for improved acoustics
in the designated space. This mobile acoustic solution allows you to take control of your
space and can instantly turn any open area into a personal meeting space.

Vibe Virtual

16

The Vibe Virtual Wall has the ability to adapt and customise the finish as required. The acoustics
surface can be our calmtone panels or a combination of fabrics. Each fabric can be designed or
branded to suit design intent and the combinations are endless. Made in Ireland & UK.

Project: Hubspot

Vibe Virtual

Project: Hubspot

Project: Google Team Pod
Dublin

Vibe Virtual
GLASS
WHITEBOARD PANEL

SPECIFICATION
Dimensions

Standard 1700 mm x 1970 mm x 500 mm

Materials
•
•
•
•

Glass Whiteboards.
Calmtone Acoustic panels.
Stretched Fabric surface.
Acoustic Recycled PET or Wool Felt
surface.

Each screen and surface is removable
and adaptable depending on combinations
required. Black frame/flush pull handles with
ply base and black legs/castors.

ACOUSTIC
PANEL

500
250

1700

250
1700

220
200

50
100

TOP

1970

1970

HANDLE

250

CHANNEL GLASS
SLIDES INTO

WOOD PANEL
40

15

500

FIRE RATING

CUSTOMISATION

APPLICATIONS

Depending on finishes.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Available with custom features.
Incorporates whiteboards and digital screen.
Use textiles from brand leading manufacturers
In-house printing of images or graphics.
In-house laser etch graphics.
Anti-Microbial Performance on request.

Commercial Offices
Meeting Rooms
Banks
Libraries

Vibe Virtual

Finish 1: Calmtone - compressed polyester
Made from 100% Polyester Fiber (PET) 60% recycled
material. Panel size 2800mm x 1200mm.
Available in two depths, 12mm and 24mm.
Density: 12mm 2,4kg/m² or 24mm 3,5kg/m²
Installation system: Direct fix.

Finish 2: magnetic whiteboard glass

Front Layer

Vision magnetic glass range is a combination of glass
and steel in two separate layers laminated together to
create unique magnetic surface that can be back painted
in all RAL colour range.

Surface Finish
Thickness
Colour
Weight

The boards can also have bespoke images, designs
and logos as part of the background to make them truly
unique. This is achieved by a unique printing process
onto toughened glass 6 or 8 mm in depth.
The low iron toughened glass is treated so the inks
adhere to the glass permanently.

Rear Layer

0.8-1 mm galvanised steel
White or any RAL colour
Smooth
0.8 - 1 mm
6kg per m2

Corrosion

UV protection, No delamination
or warping due to low thermal
expansion.
7.5 - 9.5 mm
Bonded to the wall
2.50m x 1.25m
On request

Colour
Surface Finish
Mild steel Thickness
Weight

Contact Vision for a custom specification on designs.

Combined Thickness
Application Method
Maximum Panel Size
Antibacterial Treatment

Glass toughened low Iron
Opti white
Smooth
6- 8 mm
Transparent
15kg per m2

6-8 mm Toughened Glass
low Iron Opti white
Parabond Glue
0.8-1 mm Galvanised Steel

Antibacterial glass™
Innovation Serving Hygiene
The process involves diffusing silver ions into the upper layers
of the glass: the ions interact with bacteria and destroy them by
disabling their metabolism and disrupting their division mechanism.
The antibacterial effect of the glass is ongoing, particularly in warm
and moist conditions favouring the development of bacteria and
mould.

Operation and Performance
Reduction in the number of bacteria observed
after 24 hours
• S. Aureus: 99% fewer bacteria
• E. Coli: 99% fewer bacteria
• P. Aeruginosa: 99% fewer bacteria
To evaluate the performance of AntiBacterial glass™, tests have
been conducted on a representative range of bacteria and fungi:
1. Bacteria
• Staphylococcus Aureus
• Escherichia Coli
• Pseudomonas Aeruginosa

2. Fungi
• Aspergillus Niger
• Candida Albicans
The results showed a drastic reduction in the initial bacterial
concentrations as well as a cessation of fungal growth.
The antimicrobial action of the silver ions inside the glass eliminates
99% of all bacteria that form on its surface whilst also preventing
the spread of fungi. This remarkable property makes it perfect for
places where strict hygiene is a must.

Project: Google Team Pod
Dublin

Vision Creative Studios

by

Vision Branding
visionbranding.ie

Love decor

Vision Interiors
vision-interiors.ie

Buddalife

Vita Italiana
vitaitaliana.ie

Vision Research
& Development

vision-creativestudios.com

Empowering people with
disabilities to live selfdetermined lives in an
equal and inclusive society.

lovedecor.com

buddalife.com

visionresearch.io

Headquarters
t +353 (01) 450 0622
e. info@vision-creativestudios.com
M50 Business Park, Unit 1, Ballymount
Ave, Ballymount, Dublin, D12 HP11

by

Customisations
The Vision Vibe collection is precisely and meticulously designed in a manner that allows
project managers and designers to integrate additional features into their designs in order to
enhance the overall project. The Vision in-house team is specially trained to tailor the acoustic panels to your specific customisation needs. With world-class equipment and machinery,
our team can create unique textures and designs, allowing for a complete transformation of
the acoustic panels.

Light Stream

17

Our team has engineered a solution for allowing lights to be incorporated into all of our acoustic
systems creating a combination of effects in the style and pattern of your choice. It adds an
extra layer of design feature and allows creating the lighting ambiance you want for the space.
and UK.

Project: Vision Studio
Floating Boardroom
Vibe Glide System ceiling with
LEDs illumination

Light Stream

Vision Dundrum Temporary
Shop
2019

Vision Studios
2020

Light Stream

Light Stream Systems

Light Stream

Light Stream Systems

Light Stream

Vision Studios Lightboxes
2020

by

Project: EY wavespace
Printed Stretched Fabric
Lightbox

Vision Creative Studios

Vision Branding
visionbranding.ie

Love decor

Vision Interiors
vision-interiors.ie

Buddalife

Vita Italiana
vitaitaliana.ie

Vision Research
& Development

vision-creativestudios.com

Empowering people with
disabilities to live selfdetermined lives in an
equal and inclusive society.

Headquarters

lovedecor.com

buddalife.com

visionresearch.io

t +353 (01) 450 0622
e. info@vision-creativestudios.com
M50 Business Park, Unit 1, Ballymount
Ave, Ballymount, Dublin, D12 HP11

Concrete Collection

18.1

At Vision, we have a very unique printer that is not only capable of printing custom designs and
patterns onto compressed polyester, but the printer can also add additional texture to the fabric
such as concrete.

Concrete Collection

Calmtone Printed Concrete

18.1.1

18.1.2

18.1.3

18.1.4

18.1.5

18.1.6

18.1.7

18.1.8

18.1.9

18.1.10

Brick Collection

18.2

At Vision, we have a very unique printer that is not only capable of printing custom designs and
patterns onto compressed polyester, but the printer can also add additional texture to the fabric
such as brick.

Brick Collection

Calmtone Printed Brick

18.2.1

18.2.2

18.2.3

18.2.4

18.2.5

18.2.6

18.2.7

18.2.8

18.2.9

18.2.10

Wood Collection

18.3

At Vision, we have a very unique printer that is not only capable of printing custom designs and
patterns onto compressed polyester, but the printer can also add additional texture to the fabric
such as wood.

Wood Collection

Calmtone Printed Wood

18.3.1

18.3.2

18.3.3

18.3.4

18.3.5

18.3.6

18.3.7

18.3.8

18.3.9

18.3.10

Classic Collection

18.4

Classic Collection

Calmtone Classic

18.4.1

18.4.2

18.4.3

18.4.4

18.4.5

18.4.6

18.4.7

18.4.8

18.4.9

18.4.10

Print Collection

18.5

At Vision, we have a very unique printer that is not only capable of printing custom designs and
patterns onto compressed polyester, but the printer can also add additional texture to the fabric
such as concrete, brick, and wood.

Print Collection

Halftone

Variations

Print Collection

Halftone Mountain

Variations
Available in any colour

Halftone Mountain

Halftone Mountain

Halftone Mountain

Purple

Pink

Aqua

Halftone Mountain

Halftone Mountain

Halftone Mountain

Light Blue

Green

Yellow

Print Collection

Halftone Forest

Variations
Available in any colour

Halftone Forest

Halftone Forest

Halftone Forest

Purple

Pink

Orange

Halftone Forest

Halftone Forest

Halftone Forest

Light Blue

Green

Blue

Print Collection

Halftone Clouds

Variations
Available in any colour

Halftone Clouds

Halftone Clouds

Halftone Clouds

Purple

Yellow

Orange

Halftone Clouds

Halftone Clouds

Halftone Clouds

Light Blue

Aqua

Blue

Print Collection

Blueprint

Variations
Available in any colour

Blueprint

Blueprint

Blueprint

Pink

Purple

Aqua

Blueprint

Blueprint

Blueprint

Green

Light Blue

Blue

Print Collection

Impression

Variations
Available in any colour

Impression

Impression

Impression

Green

Aqua

Purple

Impression

Impression

Impression

Pink

Light Blue

Blue

Print Collection

Circuit

Variations
Available in any colour

Circuit

Circuit

Circuit

Orange

Red

Purple

Circuit

Circuit

Circuit

Aqua

Green

Pink

Print Collection

Vintage Tech

Variations
Available in any colour

Vintage Tech

Vintage Tech

Vintage Tech

Orange

Red

Purple

Vintage Tech

Vintage Tech

Vintage Tech

Aqua

Green

Pink

Print Collection

Emerge

Variations
Available in any colour

Emerge

Emerge

Emerge

Orange

Yellow

Pink

Emerge

Emerge

Emerge

Red

Blue

Purple

Print Collection

Framework

Variations
Available in any colour

Framework

Framework

Framework

Aqua

Pink

Green

Framework

Framework

Framework

Yellow

Dusty Pink

Blue

Print Collection

Garden

Variations
Available in any colour

Garden

Garden

Garden

Blue

Aqua

Yellow

Garden

Garden

name

Orange

Green

Light Blue

Print Collection

Ascent

Variations
Available in any colour

Ascent

Ascent

Ascent

Light Blue

Aqua

Red

Ascent

Ascent

Ascent

Green

Blue

Pink

Laser Collection

18.6

Calmtone panels can also be easily lasered thanks to our in-house laser equipment, meaning
customised patterns and designs can be laser etched or cut out of the acoustic panel and felts

Laser Collection

18.6.1
Cross

18.6.2
Straight lines

18.6.3
Points

Laser Collection

18.6.4
Triangles

18.6.5
Circles

18.6.6
Ellipse

Laser Collection

18.6.7
Circle stripes

18.6.8
Arches

18.6.9
Oblique

Laser Collection

18.6.10
Stars

18.6.11
Pentagon

18.6.12
Fish bone

Laser Collection

18.6.13
Rectangle Angle

18.6.14
Wood

18.6.15
Bold Triangle

Laser Collection

18.6.16
Leafs

18.6.17
Universe

18.6.18
Flowers

Laser Collection
18.6.19
Curves

18.6.20
Curved stripes

Art as Acoustic

19

Vision collaborates with the artist Richard Fischer promoting interaction between contemporary
art and environmental consciousness is the creative process with which art can best help
stimulate the dialogue for increased sustainable awareness.

Richard Fischer Art
Printed on Vibe Calmtone
with LEDs backlit frame

Richard Fischer Art
Printed on Vibe Calmtone

by

flexibility

What fabrics?
Magee Weaving Ethical and Sustainabilty Trading Statement

Heritage
generation family business which specialises in designing, weaving
and tailoring luxury fabric and clothing in Donegal. Magee 1866
woven tweed and today the Weaving Mill exports fabric across the
world. Founded by John Magee, the business was bought in 1900

manufacturing, wholesale, retail and ecommerce. At its heart, the

Magee Irish Wool Collection
remaining family owned mills in Ireland.

Magee Bluestack Forward Collection

Sustainability
Focus

Community

Quality
Quality is our principle product value and is evident from our fabric
Sustainable fabric
and high quality, long lasting products are part of the brand
like wool and linen, which are biodegradable, renewable
and manufactured locally.

Family ethos

Magee Irish Wool Collection

What fabrics?
Raw Materials

Manufacturing

Energy
- Magee 1866 purchases electricity from a Green energy provider
(i.e. Hydro or wind), currently coming from mainstream grid.
- Oil is used to generate heat in the absence of any other alternatives
in our geographical region e.g. there is no natural gas pipe line
Co. Donegal. Currently, due to the cyclical nature of the fashion
a wood chip boiler to power the mill all year. Alternatives to fossil
fuels are being urgently sought, costed and plans drawn to invest
on site, this process is carried out by our yarn supplier who comply
to reach standards. We also have un-dyed and un-bleached fabrics
as options.
- Local water is used in our production of cloth. Due to the fact
that Donegal has a high volume and frequency of rainfall, (1600mm
p.a.), this resource is not under pressure from shortage.

What fabrics?
Acoustic Perfomance

C - Medium weight (911)

D - Light weight (5012)

E - Wool Lurex (5013L)

F - Irish Wool (1250)

G - Heavier weight (302)

When used over a 65mm core material the following performances were measured:

Test
C - Medium weight (911)
D - Light weight (5012)
E - Wool Lurex (5013L)
F - Irish Wool (1250)
G - Heavier weight (302)

125
0.41
0.38
0.37
0.34
0.40

250
0.65
0.67
0.61
0.63
0.67

Octave Centre - band (Hz)
500
1000
2000
0.91
0.99
1.00
0.92
0.96
0.99
0.96
1.00
1.00
0.94
1.00
1.00
0.96
1.00
1.00

4000
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.94
0.93

8000
0.96
0.93
0.95
0.92
0.94

4000
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.07
0.06

8000
0.11
0.08
0.09
0.07
0.09

Class
A
A
A
A
A

BLACK
GREEN

RED

Test
C - Medium weight (911)
D - Light weight (5012)
E - Wool Lurex (5013L)
F - Irish Wool (1250)
G - Heavier weight (302)

125
0.08
0.05
0.04
0.01
0.07

250
0.01
0.03
-0.03
-0.01
0.04

Octave Centre - band (Hz)
500
1000
2000
-0.01
0.08
-0.02
0.00
0.07
-0.04
0.04
0.08
0.00
0.02
0.08
0.00
0.04
0.08
0.00

It can be seen that the test materials are not perfectly acoustically transparent; however their effect is such that the
composite acoustic performance of the material and core is marginally improved.

What fabrics?
www.magee1866.com

1124

1287

1290

1124

1124

1287

1290

1124/2160/A1

1124/2160/A2

1287/2165/B2

1290/2170/C1

1182

1182

1182

1182

1182

1182

1182/2004/A1

1182/2004/A2

1182/2004/A4

1182/2004/B2

1182/2004/B4

1182

1182

1182

1182

1182

1182/2004/C2

1182/2004/D2

1182/2004/E4

1182/2004/F2

1182/2004/F4

What fabrics?
www.magee1866.com

5019

5020

RN111

5019

5019

5020

RN111

5019/7367/A1

5019/7367/A3

5020/7383/A2

RN111/6412/A1

5012 - Contact us for MOQ on this range

5012

5012

5012

5012

5012

5012/1063/B5

5012/1063/C11

5012/1063/D12

5012/1063/D15

5012/1063/D16

5012

5012

5012

5012

5012

5012/1063/D17

5012/1063/D19

5012/1063/D20

5012/1063/E8

5012/1063/E14

5012

5012

5012

5012

5012/1065/B3

5012/1065/D4

5012/1065/D5

5012/1065/E6

What fabrics?
www.magee1866.com

302 Bluestack

Bluestack

Bluestack

Bluestack

Bluestack

Bluestack

302/9089/A1

302/9089/A2

302/9089/A3

302/9089/A4

302/9089/A5

1055

1055

1055

1055/2148/B5

1055/2148/C5

1055/2148/F5

Bluestack
302/9089/A6

1055

What fabrics?
www.magee1866.com

RN767

RN767

RN767

RN767

RN767

RN767

RN767/2100/A17

RN767/2100/F14

RN767/2100/G2

RN767/2100/G8

RN767/2100/J9

RN767

RN767

RN767/2100/R31

RN767/2100/R35

1177

1177

1177

1177

1177

1177

1177/9090/A1

1177/9090/A2

1177/9090/A3

1177/9090/A4

1177/9090/A5

What fabrics?
www.magee1866.com

1230

1230

1230

1230

1230

1230

1230/9091/A1

1230/9091/A2

1230/9091/A3

1230/9091/B1

1230/9091/D1

1250

1250

1250

1250

1250

1250/2138/A1

1250/2138/C1

1250/2139/A1

1250/2139/C1

1250/2215/A1

1250

5103

5013 L

5014 L

5103

5013 L

5013 L

5014 L

5103/7356/F2

5013L/7357/C5

5013L/7357/D5

5014L/7259/D5

What fabrics?

Sustainability

Quality

Our sustainability policy is underpinned by the following guiding
principles:

Our quality policy is underpinned by the following guiding principles:
• Maintain conformance with ISO 9001 (Quality Management
System) and ISO 17025 (competence in testing and calibration).
• Comply with relevant industry, legal and regulatory requirements.
• Maintain robust technical governance through best practice in

• Maintain conformance with ISO 14001 (Environmental
Management System).
• Source materials from environmentally responsible suppliers.
• Embrace environmental decision making in product design and
development.
• Reduce our energy and CO2 footprint.
• Reduce waste at source through continual improvement of our
supply chain and production quality.
• Engage with people to encourage awareness, knowledge and
participation.
• Ensure compliance with relevant legislation.
• Set, monitor and review environmental objectives in line with the
principles of this policy.

• Target continuous improvement in product quality, delivery
promise, customer service, and complaint handling.
• Inspire and engage with our people, customers and suppliers
through effective implementation and monitoring of controlled
processes.
• Promote innovation and investment in people, talent, plant and
equipment.
• Set, monitor and review quality objectives in line with the
principles of this policy.

What fabrics?
Ethos
We have created and developed a CEU called, Specifying
Sustainable Textiles to Help Enhance Health and Wellbeing, which

wishing to make wellness a priority. Click here to take a dive into
the learning objectives.

Raw Materials
rapidly renewable contents that are blended by our design and
textiles. These textiles meet various price points, application needs
and are suitable for interior environments where sustainability
is of the utmost importance.
So our sustainable textile expertise goes right from farm to fabric
and we handle everything in between.

Manufacturing
from innovative blends of pure new wool combined with naturally

interiors, like Main Line Flax, Hemp and Patina.

These sustainable texiltes incorporate innate performace properties

environmental building standards.

What fabrics?
www.camirafabrics.com

Quest

Quest

Quest

Quest

Quest

QUE01

QUE02

QUE03

QUE04

QUE05

Quest

Quest

Quest

Quest

Quest

QUE06

QUE07

QUE08

QUE09

QUE10

Quest

Quest

Quest

Quest

Quest

QUE11

QUE12

QUE13

QUE14

QUE15

Quest

Quest

Quest

Quest

Quest

QUE16

QUE17

QUE18

QUE19

QUE20

Quest

Quest

Quest

Quest

Quest

QUE21

QUE22

QUE23

QUE24

QUE25

What fabrics?
www.camirafabrics.com

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

SUR01

SUR02

SUR03

SUR04

SUR05

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

SUR06

SUR07

SUR08

SUR09

SUR10

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

SUR11

SUR12

SUR13

SUR14

SUR15

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

SUR16

SUR17

SUR18

SUR19

SUR20

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

Sumi

SUR21

SUR22

SUR23

SUR24

SUR25

What fabrics?
www.camirafabrics.com

Cara

Cara

Cara

Cara

Cara

EJ004

EJ011

EJ015

EJ016

EJ033

Cara

Cara

Cara

Cara

Cara

EJ038

EJ048

EJ076

EJ104

EJ105

Cara

Cara

Cara

Cara

Cara

EJ125

EJ138

EJ154

EJ169

EJ172

Cara

Cara

Cara

Cara

Cara

EJ173

EJ175

EJ180

EJ184

EJ185

Cara

Cara

Cara

Cara

Cara

EJ186

EJ188

EJ191

EJ195

EJ197

What fabrics?
www.camirafabrics.com

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

CLW01

CLW02

CLW03

CLW04

CLW05

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

CLW06

CLW07

CLW08

CLW09

CLW10

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

CLW11

CLW12

CLW13

CLW14

CLW15

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

CLW16

CLW17

CLW18

CLW19

CLW20

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

Carlow

CLW21

CLW22

CLW23

CLW24

CLW25

What fabrics?
www.camirafabrics.com

Era

Era

Era

Era

Era

CSE01

CSE02

CSE03

CSE05

CSE06

Era

Era

Era

Era

Era

CSE07

CSE08

CSE09

CSE10

CSE11

Era

Era

Era

Era

Era

CSE12

CSE13

CSE15

CSE16

CSE17

Era

Era

Era

Era

Era

CSE24

CSE27

CSE32

CSE33

CSE37

Era

Era

Era

Era

Era

CSE38

CSE42

CSE44

CSE45

CSE46

What fabrics?
www.camirafabrics.com

Lucia

Lucia

Lucia

Lucia

Lucia

LC009

LC175

LC079

LC415

LC108

Lucia

Lucia

Lucia

Lucia

Lucia

LC173

LC094

LC434

LC081

LC182

Lucia

Lucia

Lucia

Lucia

Lucia

LC419

LC421

LC424

LC026

LC422

Lucia

Lucia

LC165

LC433

What fabrics?
Our mill, set in the charming village of Avoca Co. Wicklow, could
easily be overlooked as a picture-perfect relic of times gone by.
However, within these white washed walls lies the hub and heart
of our weaving industry. All of our weaving and much of our design
processes occur here. We love welcoming visitors to our mill where
they can soak up the atmosphere and observe the weaving journey
in progress. Having seen first-hand the care and attention which
goes into each piece, visitors can continue to our shop and enjoy
some of the delicious homemade sweet and savoury treats on offer
in our cafe.

Sustainability
At Avoca, our history began almost 300 years ago with craft at
the core - it’s woven into the very fabric of who we are. We have
been designing and making our own beautiful woven throws here
in Wicklow since 1723. Our commitment to Irish craft remains at the
heartbeat of what we do

Community Quality
The first step in our design process is the inspiration. We love to
bounce ideas off each other, and discuss the myriad of places
we draw our inspiration from. This could be nature, art, travel,
scenery or any number of things! We begin with a photo, a sketch
or a painting, and we often find ourselves inspired by the natural
elements surrounding us, such as the beautiful vale of Avoca
surrounding our weaving mill.

What fabrics?
Family Ethos
Much of what you see in our stores has been designed by our
in-house creative team. We are passionate about Irish craft and
design, and love to create the unusual and the beautiful. From
our famous throws and traditional tailored tweed suits of the
original Avoca label, our Wicklow-based design studio now create
everything from clothing and homeware to candles and soaps, and
much, much more.

Raw Materials
The warping frame is the first stage in our weaving journey. The
pattern for the weave is handed over from our design team, and
we create a pattern for the design. This determines the count
and colours of the wrap threads, which are stretched across the
loom. The weft threads are then woven over and under to create
the fabric. Our warping frame holds 384 cones of yarn, which are
then placed in order onto the creel, feeding the threads in the
correct sequence through the swift. Then, they are wound around
individual beams which are lifted into the looms where the warp is
tied in. Now, the weaving process can begin.

Manufacturing
Some members of our mill’s experienced weaving team remember
starting with us when these stages of the weaving process would
have been very different. Threads were transferred onto pirns, a
long conical rod which weft thread is wound around, to be placed in
the shuttles for our hand looms. This was at one point done using
a bicycle wheel and later a pirn winding machine which we still use
today. Our warping frames also looked very different and were all
created by hand. These methods are very time and labour intensive
and only allowed for a small quantity to be produced.

Certificates
Frequent winner of awards like the Irish Country Magazine Irish
Made Awards textiles category with the Harriet Mohair Tweed
Throw.

What fabrics?

Because we develop and distribute our wallcovering, upholstery
and curtain fabrics ourselves, we basically control the whole of
the production supply chain. This means that we are also capable
of limiting the impact of our activities on the environment. Quality,
therefore, is never just related to the product at Vescom. It also
concerns the production process.

Sustainability

Community Quality

What fabrics?

Raw Materials

Manufacturing

Energy

What fabrics?
www.vescom.com

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

7051.01

7051.02

7051.03

7051.04

7051.05

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

7051.06

7051.07

7051.08

7051.09

7051.10

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

7051.11

7051.12

7051.13

7051.14

7051.15

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

7051.16

7051.17

7051.18

7051.19

7051.20

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

7051.21

7051.22

7051.23

7051.24

7051.25

What fabrics?
www.vescom.com

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

Iamu

7051.26

7051.27

7051.28

7051.29

7051.30

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

7060.01

7060.02

7060.03

7060.04

7060.05

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

7060.06

7060.07

7060.08

7060.09

7060.10

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

7060.11

7060.12

7060.13

7060.14

7060.15

What fabrics?
www.vescom.com

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

7060.16

7060.17

7060.18

7060.19

7060.20

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

7060.21

7060.22

7060.23

7060.24

7060.25

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

7060.26

7060.27

7060.28

7060.29

7060.30

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

7060.31

7060.32

7060.33

7060.34

7060.35

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

7060.36

7060.37

7060.38

7060.39

7060.40

What fabrics?
www.vescom.com

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

7060.41

7060.42

7060.43

7060.44

7060.45

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

7060.46

7060.47

7060.48

7060.49

7060.50

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

Iani

7060.51

7060.52

7060.53

7060.54

7060.55

Iani
7060.56

What fabrics?
www.vescom.com

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

7050.01

7050.02

7050.03

7050.04

7050.05

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

7050.06

7050.07

7050.08

7050.09

7050.10

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

7050.11

7050.12

7050.13

7050.14

7050.15

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

7050.16

7050.17

7050.18

7050.19

7050.20

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

7050.21

7050.22

7050.23

7050.24

7050.25

What fabrics?
www.vescom.com

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

7050.26

7050.27

7050.28

7050.29

7050.30

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

7050.31

7050.32

7050.33

7050.34

7050.35

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

7050.36

7050.37

7050.38

7050.39

7050.40

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

Wolin

7050.41

7050.42

7050.43

7050.44

7050.45

Wolin

Wolin

7050.46

7050.47

What fabrics?
www.jab.de

Jab

Jab

Jab

Jab

Jab

Assam 1

Assam 2

Balani

Grano

Illetas

Jab

Jab

Jab

Jab

Jab

Kaori

Natura

Neo

Picto

Quadro

Jab

Jab

Jab

Jab

Jab

Safe

Sallinas

Steel

Ultra ED

Ultra

Jab
Vivo

What fabrics?

Creativity, passion, goal-oriented action: This has been our driving
force since 1946. The challenges at that time were different, but
the philosophy remained the same: An open relationship, between
us and our business partners all over the world, but also inside our
company, at all levels, with every single individual. This is how we
create trust, use synergies and achieve what we set out to do.

Sustainability
Sustainable action for the good of the environment and social
interaction has always been one of our most important concerns.
We want to keep getting better in this too. Sustainability - this

does not only concern the climate, the quality of the air, the CO2
balance, the protection of the water, the containment of waste and
the economical use of energy.

Community Quality
hours of environmentally friendly electricity our photovoltaic plant
and our biogas combined heat and power plants produce and how
many tons of CO2 we save each year through the two plants.
all the many smaller, sometimes incalculable measures, such as
the use of environmentally friendly paper, energetically correct
heating, recycling of paper waste and much more, all of which
have a sustainable effect. Recognizing such potential and further
agenda of our employees and us, for the coming years.

What fabrics?

Ethos
Initiated by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
and Development in fall 2018. Over 700 members from large and
small businesses, SMEs, associations, government agencies,
universities, project developers, offset providers and civil society.
of reducing or avoiding CO2 emissions as much as possible.
protection projects.

Energy
Our fabrics are 100% Made in Germany and produced using
renewable energy sources
To certify our commitment to climate-friendly energy supply, we
regularly undergo the energy audit according to DIN EN 162471. We are continuously working on making our company location
even more ecological. The inclusion of the climatex® product in

recyclable high-tech fabric innovation.

The components of our climatex® textiles can be cleanly separated

Wool Felt

melange

melange

melange

melange

melange

102 kirsch

105 rost

116 orange

125 tomato

136 weinrot

melange

melange

melange

melange

melange

156 loden

203 vanille

243 malve

266 provence

274 senf

melange

melange

melange

melange

melange

312 lagune

319 cafe

331 sahara

370 limette

385 schlamm

melange

melange

melange

melange

melange

398 citrus

408 taupe

415 schilf

437 aubergine

448 moss

melange

melange

melange

melange

melange

485 granat

503 magnolie

533 indigo

534 rose

540 ozean

Wool Felt

melange

melange

melange

melange

melange

555 cadet

613 gletscher

626 azur

686 enzian

713 kiwi

melange

melange

nature

nature

nature

732 farn

740 safran

729 dune

462 kaschmir

432 graphit

nature

nature

nature

nature

nature

411 alpaka

300 anthrazit

250 trueffelbraun

220 rehbraun

190 natur meliert

nature

nature

nature

nature

nature

175 dunkel meliert

170 hell meliert

160 beige meliert

150 weiss meliert

110 rohweiss

nature

uni

uni

uni

uni

100 wollweiss

124 gelb

131 honig

151 hellorange

173 mango

Wool Felt

uni

uni

uni

uni

uni

179 hellrot

180 terracotta

201 rot

209 bordeaux

231 rosa

uni

uni

uni

uni

uni

265 lavendel

269 violett

272 royal

242 pink

255 flieder

uni

uni

uni

uni

uni

282 dunkelblau

284 himmel

286 hellblau

308 petrol

343 dunkelgruen

uni

uni

uni

uni

uni

377 maigruen

378 oliv

384 lind

423 hellgrau

425 taubengrau

uni

uni

uni

uni

uni

426 schwarz

467 sand

476 schoko

497 dunkelbraun

mint turkis

Recycled PET Felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

4

114

952

49

48

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

703

112

903

12

11

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

905

19

18

953

32

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

47

20

901

111

51

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

50

113

529

352

44

Recycled PET Felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

36

41

33

39

38

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

8

2

28

3

6

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

17

10

105

40

31

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

29

13

1

22

7

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

43

27

30

23

15

Recycled PET Felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

pet felt

179 hellrot

180 terracotta

201 rot

209 bordeaux

231 rosa

pet felt
242 pink

by

by

Our Certifications
The new brand for highly efficient polyester based acoustic materials.
Acoustics and Manufacturing expertise production technology.
Material expertise fiber composition and modification for standard and individual requirements.
Providing technical documentation incl. certification for requirements and directives.
Professional brand identity as an umbrella for the various product groups.

Environmental
protection in practice
Sustainable raw materials
In the production of our nonwovens, priority is given to the use
of synthetic raw materials. This production is made sustainable
by the use of recycled fibres, which make up around a third of
the polyester fibres we use. However, we are also increasingly
using raw materials from natural sources: viscose, cotton, and
the polymer PLA, which is based on lactic acid, already make up
almost a quarter of our raw materials.
Our nonwovens made from viscose fibres are certified in
accordance with the sustainability standards FSC® and PEFC™,
so the raw materials used come from responsibly and sustainably
managed forests.

Waste management in the production of nonwovens
“Avoidance” is our overriding principle: we always endeavour
to reduce the quantity of waste we generate. Where this is not
possible, we focus primarily on recycling: if it is compatible with
our production requirements, we process nonwoven oddments inhouse and use them as raw materials in production. By-products
are sold in a number of different markets. Nonwoven oddments
that cannot be used in this way are recycled externally, e.g.
regranulated. A small proportion for which none of these options is
feasible is fed into the energy recovery process.

Integrated management system
Environmental protection and resource conservation are put into
practice consistently on all levels – from the individual employee
in production to the company management. Competent specialists
from a variety of departments meet regularly as an environmental
group to identify and evaluate savings and optimisation potential
and make plans for its implementation.
The calculation of key figures and establishment of control
parameters for our nonwovens form an important instrument of
our environmental and energy management. Other areas include
energy consumption, water/waste water, emissions, raw materials,
consumables, and supplies, as well as noise and land use.
Savings goals are defined and measures for achieving these
goals are formulated. An environmental handbook documents the
principles of our environmental management and also sets out the
principle of continuous improvement.

VIBE by Vision
Green Certifications
ABOUT
Vibe Calmtone™, Vibe Duet™, Calmtone Fins™, VIbe Glide™, shapes, laser etch, routed
and printed customisation.

TOP 3 Benefits:

- Environmental Product Declaration
- Post-Consumer Recycled Content
- Low VOC
Vibe is a range of decorative and acoustic linings andsystems made from polyester fibres.
They are lightweight, low VOC, highlydurable, easy to install and suitable for new builds
and retrofits.
Vibe Calmtone™ is a lightweight but semi-rigid panel made from compressed polyesterfelt
that is available with various designs. Vibe Calmtone™ can be used in a large array
ofspatial design and interior solutions. Vibe Duet™, Calmtone Fins™, VIbe Glide™,
shapes, laser etch, routed and printed customisation are innovative acoustic products
made from Vibe Calmtone™ material.
Vibe Duet™ selection is decorative and unctional wallcovering available in a range of
colours and designed to createfocussed spaces by reducing and managing echo.
Calmtone Fins™, and felt fabrics are decorative and functional textile wallcoverings
suitable for commercial offices, theatres, libraries, retail, hospitality andeducational
interiors.
VIbe Glide™ contain PET fibres with more than 50% post-consumer recycledcontent and
are supported by ISO 14001 certified EMS that allows optimisationof material usage.

INTEGRATED MANGEMENT SYSTEM
Quality

- DIN ISO 9001
- Employee Suggestion System
- Inhouse training programmes

Environment & Energy

-DIN EN ISO 14001:2015 (Environmental Management)
Is intended for use by an organization seeking to manage its environmental responsibilities
in a systematic manner that contributes to the environmental pillar of sustainability.
-DIN EN ISO 50001:2018” (Energy Management)
This document specifies requirements for establishing, implementing, maintaining and
improving an energy management system (EnMS).
- Oeko Tex ® Standard 100: Product Class 1
- FSC ® & PEFC ™
- E.ON Bavaria‘s Energy Promotion Award 2002
- Bavarian Environmental Pact since 1995

Health & Safety

-Authorized Economic Operator: DE AEOF 114581
-Occupational health management sandler fit&healthy “ since 2000

Management System
in accordance with the standard
DIN EN ISO 50001:2018

It is hereby confirmed that the organization

Sandler AG
Lamitzmühle 1
95126 Schwarzenbach/Saale
is applying an energy management system for the following scope of application:

Development, manufacturing and sales of nonwoven fabrics
The energy management system of the above mentioned company includes all of the applied energy
sources.

The certificate consists of 1 page.
Certificate registration no.

130506E

Date of initial certification:

29.05.2012

This certificate is valid until:

08.06.2025

Certifying Body
date of issue/ start of validity: 09.06.2022

This certificate is the property of ICG Zertifizierung GmbH and must be returned on request.

Management System
in accordance with the standard
DIN EN ISO 14001:2015

It is hereby confirmed that the organization

Sandler AG
Lamitzmühle 1
95126 Schwarzenbach/Saale
is applying an management system for the following scope of application:

Development, manufacturing and sales of nonwoven fabrics

The certificate consists of 1 page.
Certificate registration no.

130506U

Date of initial certification:

05.10.1998

This certificate is valid until:

08.06.2025

Certifying Body
date of issue/ start of validity: 09.06.2022

This certificate is the property of ICG Zertifizierung GmbH and must be returned on request.

Management System
in accordance with the standard
DIN EN ISO 9001:2015

It is hereby confirmed that the organization

Sandler AG
Lamitzmühle 1
95126 Schwarzenbach/Saale
is applying a management system for the following scope of application:

Development, manufacturing and sales of nonwoven fabrics

The certificate consists of 1 page.
Certificate registration no.

130506Q

Date of initial certification:

01.10.1993

This certificate is valid until:

08.06.2025

Certifying Body
date of issue/ start of validity: 09.06.2022

This certificate is the property of ICG Zertifizierung GmbH and must be returned on request.

